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The year 1957 has neatly been tucked into the pages Volume Twenty-Seven
of history and as the events of the year just passed are
recorded for posterity the Fulton County News and
Radio Station WFUL pause to reflect the accomplishments of its citizens and the contributions they have
made to the community during the past year.
What Fultonian (including South Fulton) or Fulton Fulton Police Chief "Rex"
Countian for that matter, has made the greatest imprint Ruddle, speaking before the local
on the life of this area during the year just passed? Rotary Club Tuesday noon,
warned of an impending
What citizen, through his or her efforts has made the ening up" of local traffic"tightrules
greatest contribution to this area, as a result of his or and regulations in Fulton, stather individual activities. You are asked to help select ing that Police are going to conduct a strong drive to stop varthe Citizen of the Year.
ious violations of city laws.
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Fulton Police Chief Warns Of Coming Fulton's Manufacturing Industries To Get
Drive Against Traffic Violations '
II

that the City had just obtained
a cleaning machine for the inner
mechanisms of parking meters,
and that all meters are being
clraned and returned to their
posts in first-class working condition.
6.) The observance of a complete stop at the 4-way stop intersections
adjacent to
city
schools.
7.) Minors driving without an
operator's license. It was pointed
out that minors cannot lawfully
drive a vehicle in Kentucky until
they are 16 years of age, and only
then can they obtain a permit
with the consent of their parents.
8.) Parking on the lett. side of
the street. This practice is unlawful as well as hazardous.
Chief Ruddle also told his
audience that Police intend to
"tighten down" on the speed laws
of the community, which are 20
m. p. h. on business streets and
30 m. p. h. in residential areas.
Chief Ruddle was introduced
to the Club by Rotarian "Happy"
Hogan, whose program was on
"Traffic safety".

YEAR, as it was previously callRuddle specifically mentioned
ed. This change was made necessary when Mrs. Ward Bushart eight categories of law violations.
was named to the annual honor These are:
1). Speeding by juveniles on
bestowed by the newspaper and
radio station. Mrs. Bushart, an streets, and "drag races" among
outstanding and prominent Ful- juveniles that have been reportton and Kentucky civic leader, is ed principally on East State Line
the first and only woman ever and West State Line.
awarded the local tribute.
2.) The use of loud mufflers
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Westphel- on vehicles, including the "Hollying, who own and operate both wood muffler"; also the use of
the Fulton County News and motcrcycles and motorbikes withRadio Station WFUL are seck- out proper mufflers. Loud nu/fing the help of its readers and riers are prohibited by city
listeners in asking for nomina- ordinance.
tions to be considered for the
3.) The wanton disregard of
title of Citizen of the Year.
stop signs, practiced by young
In sending in a nomination it and old drivers alike.
is requested that a resume be
4.) Double-parking, especially
made of the nominee's activities on Lake Street.
for the year 1957. If a nominee's
5.) Overtime violations on city
activities cover more than one parking meters. The Chief of
year, it is requested that the Police meters. The Chief of
various contributions over the
years be listed and the reasons
enumerated why -you think this
person should be selected as the
CITIZEN OF THE YEAR.
The names of persons submitSalaries of five city officials $275 to $300; and police chief,
ted will be examined by a secret
committee appointed by the in Union City were raised by the Dolus Roberts, from $275 to $300.
newspaper and radio station and City Commission on Tuesday
The commissioners also voted
the decision will be kept secret morning, with the City attorney, to increase the charge for water
Hello there . . . long time no
until the night of the annual Robert Fry, receiving a 100% connections made by the city.
talkee with you. Aatually my
CITIZEN OF THE YEAR AWARD increase in salary, from $25 to The % and % water tap charge
most important New Year's redinner, at which time a program, $50 a month.
was raised to $50; the 1 inch,
solution was to visit with you
designed along TV's "This is your
Others receiving increases in $100; the 1% inch, $125, the 1%
every week, come what may. As
Life" will be depicted.
salaries were: Tax assessor C. T. inch, $150 and the 2 inch tap,
a matter of fact I was so busy
During 1957 several Fultonians Moss, and water department $200. It was brought out that
making this New Year's resoluhave figured in State and Nation- superintendent, John Revel,from the city was losing money at the
tion I didn't have time to write
al news and by their efforts have $300 a month to $325; sewage old rate, which was one-half of
the column.
made outstanding contributiona plant operator, Jack Strub, from the new rate.
Fulton's well being. If in your
to
But don't worry I have been
estimation these persons should
keeping up with all of you, even
so honored you are asked to
though by remote control. I was be
sand in that nomination and your
out of town for three days, comreasons for making 'hem the
bining pleasure with btisineas CITEMEN
TRE TEAR;
when I visited in Louisville on
• Previous citizens of the year
The annual "Blue and Gold
Robert K. Payne has been
Saturday, January 4, to attend
are: W. L. Holland, superintend- Banquet of the Cub Scouts in selected to teach journalism at
the lovely wedding of Susanne
ent of Fulton City Schools; E. E. Fulton will be held on Thursday Murray State College at the beWetherby to Warner Hines. In riy
Williamson, general manager of evening, February 20th, it was ginning of the second semester,
customary rush I almost missed
Browder Milling Company; announced this week.
according to Pres. Ralph H.
the wedding at the church beSebra Evans, trainmaster of the
The banquet, one of the year's Woods. He is to take the work of
cause I didn't figure that the
Illinois Central Railroad; Mrs. highlights of Cub Scouting in Prof. E. G. Schmidt who is on
church was in St. Matthews, some
Ward Bushart, civic leader and Fulton, will be at the First Bap- leave because of illness.
five miles out of Louisville. I
State President of the Kentucky tist Church Fellowship Hall.
Mr. Payne has his bachelor's
got there just as former GoverState Medical Society Auxiliary;
degree in journalism from the
nor Wetherby was nearing the
long-time and
L.
Jones,
a
Dr.
J.
University of Oklahoma and has
altar with his eldest daughter. If
beloved Fulton physician and
completed his course work for
I had opened the door of the
last year Smith Atkins, banker,
a master's in journalism at the
church three minutes sooner I
city official, civic leader and allUniversity of Missouri.
would have almost stepped on
prominent citizen.
around
Susanne's veil as she started that
He has nine years of experiMrs. Bettye Williamson Boston,
trek dawn the an:ddle aisle.
R. N.. of Union City, Tennessee ence in neWspaper work includhas recently joined the hospital ing serving as a reporter on the.
We left Fulton at four-thitry
staff of the Hillview Hospital as Wichita Falls Times, as wire
editor on the Longview Daily
a. m. on Saturday and it took
Anesthetist.
some fast driving to get there
Boston is a graduate oft News, and as a copyreader on the
Mrs.
City officials of Fulton and
to be at the wedding at one
the Methodist Hospital School Fort Worth Star-Telegraph. He
o'clock sharp. But we made it. South Fulton will be honored of Nursing in Memphis, Tennes- is a member of Kappa Tau Alpha,
guests at a special service at the
see and later was graduated honorary journalism fraternity.
Mr. Payne is 33 years old, is
I stayed over in Louisville for First Methodist Church Sunday from the Baylor University Hosevening, Jan. 26, at 5 p. m.
married, and has two children.
two extra days on business and
pital of Anesthesia in 1950.
Nelson
Tripp,
mayor
of
Fulton,
certainly hated to miss the first
and Milton Counce, mayor of
Student Union Building
meeting of the new Fulton City
FOR PRESIDENT
will make short ENDORSED
Council. From what I can under- South Fulton,
speeches. A tea in honor of the
Contract bids for construction
Dr. Harry Sparks, head of the
stand it was a rather interesting
will follow.
education department, Murray of the Murray State College Stumeeting with new Mayor Nelson officials
State College, has been endorsed dent Union building will be openTripp having to break two tie
by the West Kentucky School ed in Frankfort at 2 p. m. Janvotes on perhaps two of, the most
Miss Glenda Coates
Administrators Club for presi- uary 31. A cafeteria, snack bar,
Important items of business that
Will Be Crowned Queen dent-elect of the' Kentucky Edu- book store, post office, ball room,
ever come before the council.
recreation and meeting facilities
cation Association:
Miss Glenda Coates, daughter
will be provided in the two story
Breaking a tie on a new coun- of Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Coates
U-shaped building.
COAL
IN
NO.
3
cil when the members involved of South Fulton, has been named
are men with somewhat strong Basketball Queen of South FulKentucky produced 75,746,00
"Lights" Tickets
opinions does not make the Mayor ton High School and will be tons of bituminous coal last year
Ticketa for "Campus Lights"
• strong candidate for a popular- crowned Friday night at the game to hold its rank as the nation's
ity contest. However Mayor here with Dixie, Tenn.
No. 3 coal state, the National Coal Murray State College musical
Tripp told us that he made the
The queen's attendants will be Association estimated today in show go on sale Jan. 16 in the
dezisions according to the dict- Miss Shirley Brockwell and Miss advance of official Bureau of Fine Arts Building, according to
Richard Farrell, head of the
ates of his conscious and I 'sup- Carolyn Neeley.
Mines reports.
music department.
pose tee can expect no fairer decision than that.
411 seats for the show are reserved and all are the same price,
One thing we hope more than
$1. Those who wish to order ticanything else however and that
kets by mail should send requests
Is that the new council, all men
to Farrell, at College Station,
of wide business experience, will
Murray.
not have set a pattern in the
Production dates for the show
Fulton County farmers have leties for Christmas tree producthree and three decisions. In dis- their eyes on the future Christ- tion in Kentucky.
are Feb. 13-15.
cussing the matter with some of mas tree market, the U. S. Soil
The trees should be ready to
the Councilmen individually we Conservation Service office at market in the early 1960's.
learned that generally all of Hickman pointed out this week.
Five-thousand other types of Addresses Listed For
them are in complete agreement
pine trees pine trees have been ordered to Tax Checks, Refunds
Scotch
date,
3500
To
projects
that many worthwhile
been ordered for spring be set out on the farms of Huntare in store for the City of Ful• have
The Director of Internal Replanting on the farms of Earl er Whitesell and C. W. Williams.
ton under their administration.
has issued the following
Ezell, Scott DeMyer, Wilson These trees; are being set to con- venue
important statement concerning
proproduce
wood
Florence
Wiltrol
erosion,
Mrs.
Fowler
and
While we don't think it approducts and for wind breaks, the the address to be used in mailpriate to discuss any of these pro- liams.
Conservation Service stated, ing your Income Tax Return:
Soil
tree
Christmas
market,
a
The
gressive Ideas at this time we
If Uncle Sam owes you a refurther noted that the supwhich
industry
throughout
the
believe that when the new ideas booming
on your 1957 return you
fund
the
Kentucky
ply
of
trees
from
are put into effect that Fulton suitable planting areas of the U.
Division of Forestry is short, and should address it to: REFUNDS,
will be a better city for having S. and Canada, has been a big.
anyone wishing to order trees P. 0. Box 1958, Louisville 1, Ky.
• money crop in many areas.
adopted these new ideas.
•All other returns should be adThe Kentucky Division of For- should do so without delay.
Orders are being accepted at dressed: District Director of InThere can be no doubt about estry, which Produces all types
. . that the affairs of the of seedlings, recommend the the Soil Comiervation Service ternal Revenue, P. 0. Box 40,
it
Louisville 1, Ky.
Scotch Pine above all other var- office in Hickman.
Continued from edge Four

For those efforts the Fulton
County News and Radio Station
WFUL each year have paid a
small tribute to some outstanding citizen and designates them
as the CITIZEN OF THE YEAR.
This is the seventh annual observance of this event sponsored by
the newspaper and radio station.
Prior to 1958 the event was sponsored solely by the Fulton County
News.
Within recent years the title
of the award has been changed
to the CITIZEN OF THE YEAR,
Instead of the MAN OF THE

Union City Raises Salaries Of 5 Officials;
City Attorney Robert Fry Upped to $50 Month

Cub Scout Banquet
New Journalism Prof.
Planned Februar 20 Is Named AJAMSC

Mrs. Boston Joins
Hillview Staff

Special Service For
New City Officials

County Farmers Eye Christmas Tree
Market; Order 3500 Seedlings

Co.

L.

Nominations Asked For
Citizen Of The Year Award
Made By The News-WFUL

ecogni ion Al inamner Ut LMmmerce
Meeting On February 3;Tucker To Speak

1957 Its "Best Year
Says Fallon Bank
The stockholders of the Fulton
Bank of Fulton, Ky. met in regular annual session at the office
of the bank this week.
The progress of the bank for
the year 1957 was outlined by its
president, W. S. Atkins. The past
year was the best ir its operation since the organization in
1945.
The direetors elected for the
ensuing year were: Gilson Latta,
Frank Beadles, Maxwell McDade,
M. R. Jeffress and W. S. Atkins.
The following officers and employees that will serve the bank
are Maxwell McDade, Chairman
of the Board; W. S. Atkins,
President; Frank Beadles, VicePresident; M. R. Jeffress, Cashier;
Homer Weatherspoon, Harold
Henderson and Ray Terrell, Assistant cashiers; Marjorie Holder,
Willette Kearney and Shirley
Jean Evans, book-keepers.

City License For
'58: Ted Bucks
If you live in Fulton, or if you
live outside Fulton, but own a
business in Fulton, you are going to be assessed a $10 license
fee this year for each vehicle
you own.
The license fee, formerly $5 a
year, was raised to $10 effective
with 1958 registrations in order
to accumulate a fund for rebuilding several creek bridges, the
Council stated at the time the
new ordinance was passed last
year.
This year for the first time,
the City of Fulton will issue its
own small license plates, to be
affixed to the front of the car.
The required licensing of vehicles will apply to all owners,
who live in Fulton, but will not
apply to those who live outside
of Fulton and who come daily
to the city to work as employees.

Parr Named Head
Of Booster Club
C. D. Parr, Principal of South
Fulton High School, was named
President of the South Fulton
Booster Club at a Club meeting
last Thursday.
Other new officers include Randall Burchain, vice-president;
Floyd Dedmon, secretary, and
Gentry Harris, treasurer.
The members of the new board
of directors are Roy Nabors, H.
L. Collier, Milton •Counce, Bob
Harris, Thomas Dedmon and Robert Smith.
The Club is having a fish dinner for members and their wives
tonight (Thursday) at Reelfoot
Lake.
OKAY INDUSTRIAL BONDS
Sharon voters have approved
a $150,000 industrial bond issue
by a huge majority. A total of
183 votes were cast in favor of
the issue and only 2 against.
$32,000 BUDGET
The Clinton city council at its
first meeting of the new year in
the city hall Monday morning,
January 6, approved Mayor Marvin Cunningham' proposed budget of $32,000 for operating the
government in 1958.

Fulton's manufacturing industries, whose payrolls
largely maintain the economy of the Fulton area will
be signally honored on the night of February 3 when
the Fulton Chamber of Commerce holds its annual
membership meeting and election of officers.
Barney Tucker, executive board chairman of the
Kentucky Chamber of Commerce and immediate past
president of that group will be the principal speaker
at the dinner to be held on the evening of the annual
meeting. Mr. Tucker, a well known Kentucky industrialist and prime mover in the progressive development
of London, Ky. will talk to the members on the community plan developed by London, Kentucky, which
has made London one of Kentucky's fastest growing
cities.
Charles Reams, president of the
Chamber of Commerce, has appointed a committee composed of
Parks Weeks, Clyde Williams,
Jr., Win Whitnel and Mrs. Paul
Westpheling to make arrangements for the annual dinner
meeting.
Invitations have been issued to
leading industrialists in the Fulton area to attend the meeting
which will spotlight the activities of Fulton's manufacturing
concerns.
In accepting the invitation to

ASC Will Discuss
"Bid" Procedures
Mr. C. C. Vaughn, Chairman of
the Obion County ASC Committee announces there will be an
informal meeting on the bid procedure of the Conservation Reserve program this coming Thursday night, January 16, at the City
Hall, South Fulton, Tenn. Obion
County ASC offite personnel will
be present to discuss various feaar Iteserve
tures of the Conserv
program as applic
to °Hon
county farms.
Under the trial plan, farmers
make an offer or "bid" to the
County ASC Committee of the
dollar-per-acre they are willing
to accept for putting their eligible land into the reserve.

Annual Meeting Is
Tonite At Hickman
The twenty-fifth annual meeting of the Fulton County Farm
Bureau is being held tonight
(Thursday, Jan. 16) at the REA
building in Hickman, beginning
at 7:00 p. m.
President Maddox urges all
members to be present for the
business session.

P. F. King Of Fulton County Is West Kentucky's
Only Winner In '57 Corn Derbr Places Tenth
P. F. King of Fulton Counta
rated tenth in the State of Kentucky in the 1957 Corn Derby
in the 5-acre division, producing
an average of 130.2 bushels per
acre, the Kentucky Agricultural
extension service announced today.
Lonza Reed of Johnson County
won the 5-acre group with an
average of 209.6 bushels per acre.
and Liss Chafin, also of Johnson
County, won the one-acre division with an average of 206.9

bushels per acre.
Both men will be honored at
the 46th annual Farm and Home
Week program Jan. 28-31, 1958.
They will receive watches and
certificates for their accomplishment.
Chafin's top one-acre plot used
400 pounds of 5-10-5 fertilizer, he
disked in 100 pounds of ammonium nitrate and also side-dressed
later with 100 pounds af ammonium nitrate, and used a half
load of manure. He turned under
vetch cover at planting time,
planted May 18 and used. a commercial hybrid for his crop. He
cultivated twice and contended
with "too little rain during the
Jimmie Puckett, former resi- growing season."
Reed had grass on his land in
dent of Fulton who has been
making his home in Mayfield, 1954 and 1953 and corn in 1955.
has returned to Fulton this week He used 200 pounds per acre of
as manager of the meat market 0-30-30 fertilizer and used five
tons of poultry manure as a supat the U-Tote-Em Store here.
Puckett is well known in this plement. He planted on May 15,
area. His wife is the former Miss 1957, and cultivated twice. He
Beatrice Brooks of Fulton.
also used a commercial hybrid.
Et. Y. Hollis, manager of the He added two tons of limestone
super market, also announced' per acre before planting the crop.
that James McDaniel of Fulton
has been appointed assistant manager in the meat market department of the store.

New Meat Manager
At U-Tote-Em Store

Roper Named Head
Of Shrine Club

Income Tax Filing Season Opens;
Here's Some Current Information
The income tax filing season
for 1958 is officially open. This
means that all taxpayers will be
gathering information to file
their own tax returns. The deadline for filing is April 15, 1958.
There has been little change
in Federal income filing requirements from last year. The same
general regulations regarding
who must file still apply, according to District Director Wm. M.
Gray dr the Internal Revenue
Service. Instruction booklets recently received by Kentucky taxpayers should help them in the
preparation of their 1957 returns
he indicated.

speak at the meeting Mr. Tucker
said: "Your idea to honor your
own industries is a wonderful
plan. Oftentimes communities
spend tremendous efforts to attract other industries, and yet fail
to give their local industries a
pat on the back." The meeting
on February 3 is a "pat on the
back" for Fulton's industries.
Jack Frost, industrial development director for the Illinois Central Railroad has accepted an invitation to attend. An invitation
has also been issued to other high
ranking IC officials including 0.
H. Zimmerman, general manager
of the IC and as well as Wayne
Johnston, I. C. president.
Since a huge crowd is anticipated, Chamber of Commerce
members are requested to make
early reservations by calling Mrs.
J. C. Olive, at phone 43.

Those under 65 who had a
gross incorap of $600.00 or more
during 1957 must file. If over
65,'the income base for filing
rises to $1200.00.
Self-employed persons whose
net earnings were $400.00 or more
must file.
The Internal Revenue Service
during the 1958 income tax filing season will again stress selfhelp as its basic theme of taxpayer assistance. The most important thing to the taxpayer
now is to prepare his return accurately and file early in the filing period, rather than waiting
until the last stage of the season.

W. Lawson Roper, Assistant
Postmaster at Fulton was elected president of the West Kentucky Shrine Club at a dinne.:meeting January 10th in the Rose
Room of Smith's Cafe. He succeeds W. B. Graves.
The other newly elected officers are Howard H. Adams, viceA.
president, and
Clarence
Stephens, secretary-treasureThe new directors are Aaron
Butts of Fulton, W. B. Graves of
Bardwell, John D. McCauley cf
Martin and L. Kasnow of Fulton.
The newly-elected president,
Mr. Roper, announced that Feb.
14 would be ladies Night and
that the new-elected Potentate,
Eugene H. Phillips of Rispah
Temple, would be guest.
Go to Church Sunday

Senator Freeman Introdu ces A Long-Needed Bill
Kentucky has never been noted for
good roads; it has been noted for a
lack of them. It is an unfortunate
circumstance that we live in a state
with probably one of the worst highway networks in the nation.
Why? We have had good governors
who have tried to spend road money
wisely, and we have had poor governors who have squandered road
money to suit their political whims,
and putting all of them together we
have had no decent, constructive,
long-administered, political-minimized highway program since the motor
car came into general being. And
that's what it takes for good highways. They aren't planned and built
in one administration.
This, a relatively-poor State that
can ill-afford to waste money on
willy-nilly road planning, has wasted
it by the millions.
Don't take our word for it. Look
at the highways around you, in Kentucky; then travel their extensions
through neighboring States and look
at the difference in improvement. The
worst stretch in the 500-mile trip between Fulton and Kansas City is 40
miles of US 51 from Fulton to Cairo,
with not a curve straightened, not an
alteration made to it since it was
laid down 20 years ago.
During the past year a considerable amount of wasted highway
money has been exposed in Kentucky highway department finagling.
We learn that the Federal Government is about to refuse any more
funds for Federal road improvement
in the State unless the Department
is operated properly and can build
okayed roads within proper cost
limits. Then we get a new Highway
Commissioner. Then the Federal
government announces a new superhighway through Western Kentucky,
from Cairo to Nashville that will,
among other things, "open up" our
otherwise-isolated lake vacation land.
Then the Great Commonwealth of
Kentucky, through its Frankfort representatives, disclaims anything to
do with the new super-road.

What kind of shenanigans are all
these? Why do the people of t,his
State put up with all of this stuff?
"Grin and bear it'", some say — "that's
Kentucky politics".
There are enough thinking people
in Kentucky who know how to do
better.
This week, for instance, Senator
Wayne Freeman, Mayfield, has introduced a bill in the legislature that is
intended to bring about a long-needed reformation of the Highway Department by removing the Department from politics, and permitting it
to plan and carry out a long-range,
policically-free program of improvement. The bill would create a civilservice system for State highway
employees; it would provide that the
Commissioner of Highways be confirmed by the Senate for his fouryear te,m; it would prohibit any
State highway employee from having
any interest in any construction contract.
It may not be the best bill in the
world, and it may take some revising
before it is passed, but it is certainly
thinking in the right direction, and
if Happy and Harry Lee seek to improve the State (as they maintain)
and not their personal welfare (as
their record to date would indicate)
they will agree with it and help it
through.
Good highway systems are planned and built over many years, with
an over-all good judgement that rests
in competent engineering hands
through many administrations. Alert
States around us (Tennessee for one),
are geared, organized and rolling along with the new Federal program
while Kentucky piddles, fiddles and
mires-down in political stupidity.
The intent of Senator Freeman's
bill has our 100% endorsement, and
we will follow its course with interest,
as we are sure will many thinking
taxpayers and well-meaning highway
engineers and employees who wish
to the Lord someone would steer a
continuous program for them that
makes sense.
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Roundtable On Marriage
By John C. Knott
COUNTLESS marriages exist today that are not happy. What can be
done about them?
A few years ago couples began to
get together just to talk about happiness in marriage. And before they
knew it, a movement was started.
This movement has taken the name
of the Cana Conference.
THE NAME CANA recalls, of
course, the marriage feast at Cana
of Galilee at which Christ worked
His first miracle and evidenced His
concern for the happiness of married
couples. The Cana Conferences take
varied forms, but in general they can
be described as a movement which
has as its purpose the indoctrinating
of married couples with the Christian ideals of marriage.

meeting is one of marked informality.
Husbands and wifea sit side by side.
Where possible, comfortable chairs
are provided and smoking is permitted. Questions are invited by the
speaker. All types of couples of varied educational and economic background participate.
A characteristic note of Cana is
that it is a couple movement. It is
not a husband movement, nor is it
a wife movement. It is a married
couple movement designed to benefit the spiritual and temporal welfare
of both parties as a unit.

SINCE ITS beginning, Cana has
enjoyed a spontaneous growth
throughout the country. The response
from couples has been instantaneous
and enthusiastic. It has effected a
unity, a joy, and a love in the husband and wife relationship which has
shaken many couples out of the dull,
While the Conferences discuss the.- jog-trot routine in which they may
meaning of marriage and the prohave become ensnared.
blems of family life, emphasis is
The wife sees that she has a husrather placed on the Christianizin
hand who it not only an-economic
of marital and parental attitudes than
man, but a man standing in the place
on the here and now solution of a peof God to her, complementing and
culiar problem of a particular marperfecting her and in turn being comried couple.
pleted by her.
THE ATMOSPHERE at a Cana
The husband begins to see marriage as a tremendous vocation of
F1JI.TON COUNTY NEWS
love to which he and his wife are
Voted "Best All Around" in class in Kentucky
called. In it they continue God's crea- in 1954 Kentucky Press Association judging
tion by making of each other better
Successor of various weekly papers in Fulton, the first of which was founded in 1880.
lovers of Him and giving to God more
lovers of Him in their children.
Fulton, Kentucky
„lost Office Box 485
Published Every Thursday of The Year
R. PAUL and JOHANNA M. WESTPHELING
Editors and Publishers
A member of the Kentucky Press Association
A member of the Fulton County Farm Bureau
Subscription Rates. $2.00 per year in Fulton,
Hickman, Graves Counties, Ky., and Obion
and Weakley Counties, Term., Elsewhere
throughout the United States $3.00 per year.
tntered as second class matter June 28, 1933
at the Post office at Fulton, Kentucky, under
the United States postal act of March. 1879.
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CANA IS NOT a cure-all for the
problems affecting modern marriage
and family life. It is, however, a positive attempt to help couples find in
marriage the satisfaction and joy
that Christian marriage, lived according to the pattern of Christ, can give.
For this reason, it is hoped sincerely
that its influence will soon be extended to many more couples to help
them achieve the full potentialities
of married life.

THESE WOMEN!

By d'Alesaio

In .his new locality. He reports a
total of $324.50 picked up by this
little sporting sideline in 1957, as
follows: February $22; March $88;
April $78; May $6; June $21;
July $711.50; October $8; November $14; and December $14.
All we can say is that his
earnings are diminishing as word
gets around about his ability.
Here's to many years of good
fishing for a fine old fellow!

two tie-breaking votes right off
the bat.
However, Nelson, you didn't
have troubles. Consider the new
Mayor and Council at Rickman,
which met on the mane , night,
The meeting not only lasted until
midnight, it also "deadlocked" on
the selection of a police chief, fire
chief, patrolmen and city attorney. At fifteen minutes before
midnight it adjourned to mcet
again last Monday, January 13.

BOTTOMLAND BUTT-ROT
As one Fulton ex-councilman
More than 75 percent of the
put it last week, Nelson Tripp
"really ran into his job as Mayor butt-rot in bottomland hardwood
head-first" last week at the first timber enters thhrough fire
council meet4ng, having to cast wounds.
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FROM THE FILES:—

TURNS.IACK ME ClOgi
January 21, 1938
Mr. and Mrs. Norris Brown of
Clinton announce the birth of
a 8 pound boy born at the Fulton Hospital, Wednesday, Jan. 19.
The South Fulton Sharpshooters fast independent basketeers
of southside, trimmed the Mason
Hall Independents Tuesday night
27 to 22 in a fast and evenly
matched contest.
Prewitt of Water
Mrs. W.
Valley was admitted to the Fulton Hospital Wednesday morning
for treatment.

night the employees of the Baldridge Variety Store took their
employer, Mr. Baldridge, for a
ride. The employees were waiting
in front of the store for him and
quick,ly seized and blindfolded
him and proceeded to ride him
over the city. After he waa pretty
will shaken up and completely at
lost to his where-abouts. He was
taken to the home of Miss Louise
Wade where lovely refreshments
were enjoyed. Mr. Baldridge had
to "take" all of this for having
e birthday.

Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Ward of
Lowes community announce the
marriage of their dau ghe r,
The Young Men Business Club Armona Ivey to Eugene Clark.
will hold a business meeting at The wedding occurred here Dethe Rainbow room next Tuesday cember 19, at the home of Esq.
night at 7:30 o'clock with K. P. 21. A. McDade. Mr. and Mrs.
Dalton in charge of the program. ,Clark are at home near CunningReports will be heard from varV ham, Ky
ious committees.
Eight o'clock Saturday night,
Mrs. Herman Deweese of Clin- Betty Browder, daughter of Mrs.
ton is improving in the Fulton Emma Virginia Browder Dalton,
Hospital.
became the bride of Robert
(Bobby) Matthews, son of Mrs.
Mrs. Lula B. Butler, formerly Smith Matthews at the Christian
of Fulton and Columbia, Mo., be- Church, Rev. W. D. Ryan officcame the bride of William Mc- iating. They were attended by
Kenzie, of Springfield PresbyterMiss Catherine Bondurant and
ian Church, Dr. John T. Thomas, Paul Roper, brother-in-law of the
officiating.
groom.
After an extended trip through
Immediately after the wedding
the south, Mr. and Mrs. Mc- Mr. and Mrs. Matthews departed
Kenzie will make their home in for Dyer, Term., for a few days.
Springfield.
They will make their home with
Mrs. R. S. Matthews on ForrestAfter closing time Saturday dale Avenue.

V

Some women think they are
doing all they can to reduce if
they read an occasional article
on the subject_
An Irish lady was reading an
article to her husband on 'Nature's Law of Compensation'
which went on to say that if a
person lost the sight of one eye,
the sight in the other became
stronger; if he lost the hearing
in one ear, the hearing in the
other became more. acute; and if
he lost one hand, he became
more agile with the other. The
husband then said: 'I guess that
is right; I have always noticed
that when a man has one short
leg, the other is longer.'
"For years and years idealists
have been telling the world that
people are eager to be saved if
someone will show them the way.
The inference is that editors and
teachers are lax in performing
their duty.
"From the vast printed wordage that is offered to the American people, day in and day out,
month after month, what do the
people choose?
"At the moment they are buying 60,000,000 comic books a
month, notwithstanding that few
newspapers print less than a page
of comics daily. After the war
when the British newspapers
were given a larger ration of
paper, they immediately resumed the printing of comics because
they knew that the paper with
the most comics would get the
most readers.
"The best-selling living author
is Erie Stanley Gardner, author
of dozens of crime novels one of
which, The Case of the Lucky
Legs, sold 2,000,000 copies.
"Gardner makes no apology for
his profession. He says: "We talk

of escape literature and look
down our noses at it. But all
literature is a form of escape.
The readers demand it. I am interested in readers. To hell with
editors. You can dig your own
literary grave if you listen to
editors.' „
"What we are suggesting is
that people are not so much interested in saving the republic,
day in and day out, as they are
in forgetting their own problems
and the problems of the world,
when they have an hour or two
to spare. To think otherwise is
not to understand the human
animal."
—Imperial Magazine
With a sudden spring balmyness in the air early this week,
Wade Furniture Company and
Grisham-Butterworth got to work
on some "early spring" housework and repainted the store
interiors.
Congratulations
on
some early pace-setting of what
(we hope) will be a big "spruceup" year for downtown Fulton!
Ex-Fulton-bananaman Johnny
Morgan, permanently (he says)
tucked away in comfort at Tarpon Springs, Florida, is still having a whale of a time fishing. A
letter to old buddy Elvis Babb
at the Coffee Shop last week stated that he has made a total of
19 fishing trips out of Tarpon
Springs since last May with the
local commercial fishing boat,
and had returned with a total
of 45,416 pounds of fish weighed in. And. Johnny adds, there
were never more than three fishermen on any trip.
Johnny, as his friends know,
was also a great hand at wagering on catches, which he apparently has continued, with success,
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not since our garments and household articles
were brand new—have they been this fresh
and crisp. They look so clean. Fabrics actually
have a sheen and body. Honestly our clothes
and househeld articles are beautiful—thanks
to Mycel Cleaning.
FACTS ABOUT MYCF:L CLEANING

NOW
LET
ALAB

1

1. Has six times the cleaning power
of ordinary methods.
2. Is safe for the finest fabrics

De

3. Revives whites and colors
4. Gives fabrics a body and finish
Test Mycel Cleaning yourself and see the difference

Pesuideog, .2a44.1444/ g Chloa•u

air

Member of American Institute et Laundering anid National
lastitate ef Dry Cleaning

Flab:. Ky.

Phone 14

But Why Don't YOU Pray
To The Saints?
Praying to the Saints, we know,
is almost solely a Catholic practice.
Many ocher people, it seems,
regard the practice as silly, futile
and even idolatrous. They imagine
that all prayers Must be addressed
directly to God, sad that there is
no need for such intercessors and
mediators as Saints. Some seem
to think Catholic veneration of the
Saints is in opposition to the
doctrine that Christ is the one
Mediator between God and man.
If it is hard for others to understand why Catholics pray to the
Saints, it is equally hard for Catholics to understand why other
Christians do not so pray. It is a
custom which has been observed
in the Church since the time of the
Apostles. Its merits are clearly indicated in both the Old Testament
and the New, and Catholics the
world over can testify that God
does, indeed, listen with special
favor to the prayers addressed to
Him in our behalf by the Saints.
It sounds illogical to Catholics
to recite in the Apostles' Creed,
"I believe in... the Communion of
Saints ..." and then to scoff at
prayer to the Saints. The difficulty,
it seems to us, is that there is confusion concerning just what the
Saints are. There is certainly confusion concerning the Catholic attitude toward Saints, and Catholic
customs with respect to them.
Belief in the Saints depends upon the conviction that we can help
one another with our prayers. Catholics have no doubt about this. We
read,for example,in Genesis,God's
instructions to Abirnelech to ask
Abraham to pray for him: "He
shall pray for thee, and thou shalt
live" (Genesis 20: 7,17).
God had mercy on the children
of Israel because Moses prayed for
them. At another time God said
SUPREME
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"... and my servant Job shall prat
for you, for him I will accept
(Job 428). The new Testament
contains equally convincing testimony. St. Paul asks repeatedly for
the prayers of the faithful. In the
Epistle of St. James, we find: "And
pray one for another, that ye rosy
be healed" (James 5:16).
If God heeds the prayers offered
by sinful mortals in behalf of one
another, how much more surely
will he listen to his friends, the
Saints in Heaven, who are ins position to know the needs expressed
in our prayers to them? If the individual appeal "of one for another" is heard in Heaven, how
much more certainly will God
hearken to the swelling chorus of
prayer rising up from the "communion of the faithful""in Heaven
and on earth? And if the Saints in
Heaven are not concerned for us,
why should there **be joy in the
presence of the angels of God over
one sinner that repenteth" (Luke
13:10)?
If you want to know mcre shout
the Saints and how they can help
you, write today for our Free Pamphlet entitled: "But Why Don't
YOU Pray To The Saints?" It will
be mailed in a plain wrapprer. Nobody will call on you. Write today—ask for Pamphlet No. KC-47.
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By Marie Holland
Home Demonstrator, Kentucky Utilities
Chances are that Iota of you
homemakers received a washer,
dryer or ironer for Christmas.
But you
have
not completed
your laundry unless you have all
three.
No woman can know the real
complete satisfaction of getting
her washing done easily and economically until she puts all three
of these appliances to work for
her and for her family.
It is more economical to own
and use a washer, dryer and
Ironer than it is to try to get
along without them.
There can be no good reason
for doing the drying or the ironing by tiring, tedious efforts, and
especially in any home where a
washer already gives an encourge-

Mg hint of the east with which
every bit of the home laundering
can be handled.
Almost any woman will agree
that hanging out a washing and
bringing it back to the house again is liard work. It takes up
• great deal of time too. In
many Instances it is not good
for the health of the woman who
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NOW IS THE TIME TO
LET US FILL YOUR
BIN WITH
ALABAMA BRILLIANT

COAL
Cold Weather
Is Ahead!
Don't Run Low!

prone*

Immediate Delivery:
all doss ea Nand.

MS

CITY COAL CO.

Liasal

Telephone 51

Jess Wilhancks

has to do it.
Drying
washing out-doors is
bad' for the washing too. The
washing is at the mercy of the
weather, so is the woman who
has to watch over it.
When it comes to ironing, by
hand, many women look upon it
as sheer drudgery. Ironer ironing, Is better ironing than any
which can be done by hand. Pressure is greater, for one thing,
but with no exertion by the woman using the ironer. Clothes
have a better finish, and the
Ironer never Urea it irons last
pieces as good as the first. You
can sit down and relax to do all
of your ironing.
When a woman begins to use
all three of these appliances,
than she begins to save 'honey
In three worthwhile ways.
It Is so convenient and easy
to use a washer, dryer and ironer that I hope if you only received one of the appliances you
will soon invest in all three.

Letters To Editor
339 Franklin Street
Mountain View, Calif.
January 7, 1958

Editors, THE NEWS:
My apologies, and thanks for
reminding me of my subscription
renewal. Fact is, the wife and I
spent Christmas with our daughter, Jane Jennings and family in
Albuquerque, New Mexico-The
Land of Enchantment-the pleasure of which is strong enough
to lend dignity even to a Republican.
Then on December 27 we left
for California with son, Fred
Since arrival we have visited San
Francisco and seen many interesting sights. We are still much
in circulation and enjoying our
visit with son, Fred, to the fullest. Fred has many more places
of interest to take us, including
Long Beach, Oakland, San Diego
and other places.
So, with all this "going" in
mind, I hope you can see why
and forgive my overlooking my
subscription payment until now!
Sincerely,
George Winter

Ky.
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Mr. Wilhaucks, a retired farmer, was born in Obion County

Services for Zela Mae Peeples
Hart, who died Monday, Jan. 13,
at 8 a. m. at the Fulton Hospital
were held Wednesday afternoon

at 2:00 o'clock at the First Baptist Church.
Mrs. Hart had been ill for some
time. She was 59.
She was born March 22, 1898,
the daughter of Lee Peeples and
Alice McClain Peeples.
She is survived by her husband, Shelton Hart of 518 Eddings Streeii, Fulton, one son,
Major James T. Nanney, of the
U. S. Air Force, stationed in
England. Three brothers, Otis
Peeples, Osmer Peeples of St.
Louis and 011ie Peeples of Detroit. Three grandchildren and

HOW TO HIRE PAROLEES
a
parolee.
The Employment
Placement Service will contact
To hire • man on parole conyou at once.
tact your lot.. 1 probation and
parole officer or write to Employment Placement Service, DepartNEW SHIPMENTS
ment of Welfare, New State OfARRIVING WEEKLY
fice Building, Frankfort, Kentucky. State in your letter that
Factory Returns

you are interested in employing

IS A BOY

Mr. and Mrs. Newton Ruddle
of Fulton are the proud parents
of a nine pound, four ounce baby
boy, Edgar Newton, born Jan.
9, at 3:20 p. m., at Jones Hospital.

IMIL WPM kW "Maar Elle

ITS A GIRL

Forrester Shoo Shop
Main Street

Fulton

Bennett Electric and Furniture Co.
31941 Walnut St.

Fulton

Phone 201

SALE

Drastic Markdowns on these Floor Samples and Other Furniture
BED ROOM FURNITURE

LIVING ROOM FURNITURE

Regular Sale
Price
5 Piece Genuine Frost Mahogany
Bed Room Suite with 2 night
stands
223.60
3 Piece Bed Room Suite, Light
Walnut Finish

199.95

Regular Sale
Price Price

Price

2 Piece Sofa Bed Suite in Colonial
Maple
162.59
2 Piece Living Room Suite
159.95

129.95

3 Piece Walnut Bed Room group in
Bosenberry Finish
__,__ 279.95 199.95
3 Piece Bed Room grotip, light
grey walnut .
2 Piece Solid Mahogany
1 Dresser 1 Bed

_ 249.95

169.95

284.95

189.95

159.95

89 95

59.95

39.95

99.95
78.50

2 Piece Stationary Suite
179.95 99.95
2 Piece Sealy Convertible Bed Suite 269.95 169.95
2 Piece Nylon & Foam Rubber
Suite (with trade)
209.95 159.95
Other Suites Greatly Reduced
End Tables
2.49
1.49

139.95

Step Tables

6.95

3.95

Cocktail Tables

9.95

5.95

Table Lamps

4.95

1.95

Table Lamps

7.95

4.95

Floor Lamps

8.95

Foam Rubber Mattress & Box
Spring _ _ _

129.95

89 95

Bunk or Twin Beds complete

99.95

69.95

4 Drawer Walnut Chest of Drawers 21.50

16.95

Large Platform Rockers

36.50

22.95

24.95

Reclining Chair

69.95

34.95

24.95

13.95

Large 4 Drawer Gen. Walnut Chest 49.95

Felt Base Rugs

7.95

4.95

' 1 Lot Occasional Chairs

8.95

Large Blond Walnut Chest

59.95

29.95

Platform Rocker

Unfinished Double Chest

24.95

14.95

Wrought Iron Swivel Chair

14.95

8.95

Unfinished Bookcase Bed

24.95

14.95

Maple Bedroom Chair

26.50

16.95

Boudoir Chairs

28.50

13.95

Foam Rubber Lounge Chair
Wing Chair (large)

54.95

31.95

59.95

34.95

Large Steel Chifferobe

37.50

27.95

Large Walnut Chifferobe

37.50

26.95

Chifferobe, 2 doors, 2 mirrors

34.95

26-95

Baby Bed with Innerspring
Mattress

39 95

Youths Bed & Innerspring Mattress 59.95

STEEL KITCHEN CABINETS
39.95

KITCHEN FURNITURE

You can keep model
slim and trim with

$ Piece Dinette Suite

54.9',

34.95

5 Piece Chrome Dinette

89.95

59.95

Pure Milk Company's
skim milk ...Start
enjoying this modern,
low calorie beverage

7 Piece Chrome Dinette

139.95

98.50

7 Piece Wrt Iron & Plastic Dinette 149.95

99.50

5 Piece Bronze & Plastic Dinette

89.95

59.95

5 Piece Hand Finished Pine Suite 159.95

99.95

These Prices Good During This Sale Only
Easy Terms

24" Base Cabinets

24.95

18.95

36" Base Cabinets _

32.50

24.95

24" Wall Cabinets
30" Wall Cabinets

12.50

10.95

14.50

12.95

30x20 Wall Cabinets

10.95

8.95

ELECTRIC APPLIANCES

today

Prompt Delivery Service

PURE MILK COMPANY

At Your Nearest Pure Milk Dealer

for children. boys.
'nines. sten and worsen.
Huge savings.

FOR A BETTER DEAL
On A Better Appliance
SEE
AT

Furniture

•

SKIM MILK

Nue Obviation
Somme Mai
"ARTHRITIS HEALED
THROUGH PRAYER"

JANUARY

Sealy Innerspring Mattress

de.

SNIPES

on Aug. 1, 1884, son of Joseph
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Vowell
and Mary Jane Davis Wilhaucks.
of Fulton are the proud parents
He was a member of the McCon- several neices and nephews.
Rev. John Laida and Rev. of a seven pound, five and onenell Baptist Church.
Oakley Woodside officiated at the half ounce baby girl, born Jan.
He leaves a son, Buck Wil- funeral services. Burial, under 10, at 5:20 a. m., at Jones Hoshaucks of McConnell; four daugh- the direction of the Whitnel Fu- pitaL
ters, Mrs. Albert Trabant of neral Home, was in the Boaz
ITS A GIRL
Berkley, Mich., Mrs. Aaron Tuck Chapel Cemetery.
of Royal Oak, Mich., Mrs. CharMr. and Mrs. Billy Potts of
les Ferguson of Detroit, and Mrs.
Route 3, Fulton are the proud
WHAT IS PROBATION?
Gwen Moss of Memphis; five
parents of a 7 pound, 6 ounce
Probation is an enlightened at- girl,
brothers and one sister.
born at the Hillview Hospitempt to treat certain types of tal
at 10:45 a. m. January 11,
Pallbearers were Harold Ro- people convicted of criminal offland, R. H. Moss, Harry Bushart, enses. The essential of probation 1958.
D. R. Mason, Kenneth Hastings Is condition release under superand Milburn Harris.
vision without incarceration.
Go To CHURCH Sunday

Book case bed

SKIM
MILK

Don't let over weight
sideline you from extra fun and enjoyment.

Services for Jess Wilhaucks of
Union City, who died Thursday,
Jan. 9, at 1:30 p. m. at the Obion
County Hospital in Union City,
were held Saturday afternoon at
2, at the McConnell Baptist
Churc h. The Rev. Cooper,
pastor, officiated. Burial, under
direction of W. W. Jones Funeral Home of Martin, was in 'the
Camp Ground Cemetery. He was
73.
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3 Piece Suite in Sun Tan finish,

.0 47 HF

ARATL_-_

Mrs. Shelton Hart

SUCCESSFUL HOMEMAKING

20 cu-ft. Home Freezer

369.95 299.95

16 cu-ft. Home Freezer

329.95 259.95

10 cu-ft. G. E. Refrigerator
(Exchange)

279.95 229.95

40-inch G. E. Range (Exchange)

219.95

169.95

60,000 BTU Gas Heater

124.95

79.95

17" G. E. Portable TV

179.95

129.95

oorral

Fulton Hardware and Furniture Company
208 LAKE STREET

IFRTON

TELEPHONE 1

^

_
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Diary of Doin's
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By d'Alessicl
4

Pvt. and Mrs. William L Fossett returned to the United
States early this week after a
1%-year stay overseas, where he
was stationed with the Armed
Forces in Germany.
Following processing and separation from the armed forces this
week, the Fossetts will visit his
parents in Falmouth, Ky. this
week-end and then come for a
visit in Fulton.
Mrs. Fossett, the former Nancy
Wilson, is the daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. Homer Wilson of Fulton.

coxsaiDATED AIRLINES

By Mary Neils Wright
Hear Mary-Nelle's program, "My Fair Lady" every
day on WFUL at II:30 a.en., Monday through Friday.

No word of a SPARKLING nature doth come from
the PEN of Your Diarist—only lines from ALICE, such
as "You are OLD—Father William—" AND—just between ME and THEE—'tis NOT the time in life to be
reminded, since it's JANUARY—the month of your
poor scribe's birthday!
Florence and Frank Beadles
were in Chicago last week to attend the furniture market. While
there they were with Jack and
Nancy Thorpe for dinner one
evening up town—then the foursome drove out to the Thorpe
apartment to spend the remainder of the evening. While there,
Florence talked with Mary Lee
(Haws) and Clayton Lyon who
moved to Chicago recently from
Lakeland, Florida. Our congratulations to the Lyons—who have
a BRAND new baby GIRL—
with such a sweet name, Jane
Ann. Methinks that little Jane
Yep—that nice gesture—PLUS Ann will have a time "holding
the lovely gift and the JOY of her own" what with TWO little
being together added a GLITTER brothers OLDER than she.
—to ANOTHER year!

But ALONG with the sadness
of ANOTHER year being ADDED to this life—comes the JOY
of being REMEMBERED; And
when I think of the much ADO
involved in finding a TIME for
the GALS to SURPRISE me—
then I bow my head—in HUMILITY — as I give a HEARTY
"THANK YOU" to some of my
DEAREST friends who MANEUVERED to have me at the
Derby for lunch—and who gave
me a gold bracelet that I have
"DROOLED" over—for the past
SIX months!

UTMB Enrollment
Sets New Record

'None of your faster-than-sound planes, mind youl
have a lot of talking to do!"

Wi

West
Kick

Fossetts Return After
1 1/2 Years Overseas

Enrollment at 1.7TMB, Martin.
Tenn., set an all-time record for
a winter quarter, official college
figures show. The totals were
compiled by the office of the
registrar.
With a few latecomers still expected, registration has reached
850. This is more than 100 over
the previous all-time winter quarter high set last year. Of the
total, 826 are men and 224 are
women.
Indicating the heavy enrollment
the college may expect in coming
years is the very large freshman
class. The freshman students total
418. There are also 303 soptee•
mores, 90 juniors, and 39 seniors

'Twas a HAPPY Christmas for to his work in Washington, D. C.
Mrs. E. H. Knighton—because she after visiting with his parents,
was with her daughter, Rurth, Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Hailey on
and son-in-law, J. C. Jones, and Route 2 and his brother, Edward
Hailey„and family on Route
little son, Michael Patrick, at
their home in Oklahoma City. 5.
In fact, the past three months
Ann Whitnel is spending a
were happy ones for both families as Mrs. Knighton has been lovely vacation in the sunny
the Jones since October. Flordia clime where she is a _Aliens
The Freelan Johnson home on with
was quite busy devot- guest of her brother, Edwin.
"Gannie"
Louise and Bob- Binford were Arch Street has taken on an en- ing most of her time to her little
the
atmosphere
different
son,
tirely
their
so happy to have
The United States Immigration
grandson—but there still was
OK—
Charles, and friends from Mem- past week what with BOTH of time to see some ball games—in NOTEBO
Naturalization Service reand
then'
phis as their weekend guestsJ the "Johnsen girls" and
Continued from Page One
Hilltoppers
the
all aliens in Kentucky tosaw
they
Minded
fact,
Charles, a sophomore down at families being HOME again. from Bowling Green when they City of Fulton have grown im- day that only two weeks remain
and
Briggs
Tom)
(Mrs.
Kathryn
fratera
brought
State
Memphis
played Niagra, and you may well measurably even in the ten years in which non-citizens must file
nity brother, Bob Canfield, and little nine month old Mary know that they found time to that we have been here. And their annual address report as
Wednesday
last
arrived
Sue Ellen Farrell came to be the Douglas
see a BALLET—as that will al- with the new plans and projects required by law.
,guest of Betty Gregory who also to visit with Kathryn's parents
Officer in charge, H. J. Boulbe one of Ruth's FIRST on the agenda of the new counattends the Tennessee university. until about the 20th of the ways
well WE remember cil it will grow in structure that ton, pointed out that address reAll of the group went over to month. They live in Tuscaloosa, loves. How
port forms are available at the
we have seen Ruth appear much more.
Murray Saturday night to see the Alabama—and from Murray came times
nearest Immigration Service ofFulton
in
here
recitals
dance
in
O'Connell
Pat
and
Lynn
Betty
Murray-Memphis State basketball
In this respect we think it only fice or Post Office for the conshe was ALWAYS one
game. 'Twas a gay weekend for and daughter, Marie Stuart. Pat —where
that we stand squarely be- venience of non-citizens required
fair
dancers.
outstanding
most
the
of
the foursome—and the Gregorys is attending Murray State. This
the council in their en- to report thei address to the Govhind
her
to
returned
Knighton
Mrs.
and Binfords! The students re- is the first time that Grandfather
on December deavors. Let's not forget that all ernment each January under a
Fulton
in
home
Mary
little
seen
has
Freelan
Sunday
late
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JANUARY 16-17-18
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West State Line

PAY-ROLL CHECKS CASHED
E. Y. Hollis, Mgr.
MELLO-BRAND - SLICED
2 lbs.

79'
4
PORK 10.6„th
ROAST zuc

FRESH.PICNIC-STYLE

SUE'S KITCHEN

EACH

"

OOM
MOP - 10-oz. cord 59c
SOUTHERN STAR

311111111 75c

salad dressing 3 LB.CAN
4 spilled!
NEW TEXAS GREEN
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670 x 15 Black-Wall Nylon

REDUCTION ON MOST OF PRESENT STOCK:
MAKING ROOM FOR NEW MERCHANDISE
$2.00 yd.
Woolens, 60" wide: Reg. $2.49 to $3.98
$1.50 yd
$198-$249,
Reg.
wide:
Abbey Flannel, 45"
Reg.
patterns)
(new
wide
Wash silks, 45"
$1.50 yd.
$1.98 to $2.98 yard
Galey & Lord Cottons, 45" wide.reg.$1.79,$1.25 yd
Acrilan Jersey: white, washable: reg.9299$2.00 yd

"SUPER VALUES"
50c yd.
Cottons: Reg. 79-89--$1.39 values
Pamper—Bates—Chbtts--Dossims—Gingliams
10c pair
_ __
Shoulder pads, only
Shop and Save at

Fulion Fabric Shop
On Commercial Avenue
Prices Good ONLY Jan. 16-17-18
All Sales Cash

Mr. and Mrs. Birl Cummings,
Jr. of Baton Rouge, Louisiana
were guests of his parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Binl Cummings, at their
home on Fourth Street.
Mr. and Mrs. Monroe Wilkerson have returned to their home
on College Street after a nice
vacation trip to points of interest
in Florida and other southern
states.
Mr. and Mrs. L. F. Brown returned home last week after a
visit with her sister, Mrs. Ethylene Thompson, who is a patient
in the Bethesda General Hospital.
Mrs. Thompson is reported to be
improved.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry S. Carlisle
and sons, Richard and Bobby, of
Memphis spent the weekend in
Fulton with her father, Jack
Black and Mrs. Black.
Robert L. Haney has returned

TIRES - - - - $17.35
(plus tax and recappable tire)

HOME FREEZERS
1957 MODELS
$259.95

20 CU. FT.
15 CU. FT.

_

$225.00

Western Auto Associate Store
Lake Street
.

'
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West Kentucky Farm Bureau Leaders Nell Hardy WW1
Kick-Off '58 Campaign At Kenlake Meets January 9
Farm Bureau leaders and workers from 22 counties in West
Kentucky will converge on Kentucky Dam Village on January
24 to kick off the' 1958 membership campaign in this area.
Willard Carroll, West Paducah.
has announced an outstanding
program for this fourth annual
Membership Jamboree. Woodrow
Luttrell, organization director for
the Southern Ftegiop of the American Farm BureaL Federation
will head an imposing list of
prominent speakers. Others on
the program include Burl S. St.
Clair, Fall of Rough, president
of the Kentucky Farm Bureau
Federation; John W. Koon, Louisville, executive secretary of the
state organization; I. S. Wood,

State Farm Bureau organization
director, and Mrs. Thomas E.
Roberts, director of Kentucky
Farm Bureau Women.
Some 200 county Farm Bureau
membership committee members,
presidents, and other leaders are
expected for this outstanding
event. Last year, the 22 counties
in this area had a combined membership cis 18,140 members. This
year, a goal of 18,250 members
has been set. That would be about
one-fourth of the total Kentucky
Farm Bureau membership of
77,752 in 1957.
Koon's speech will be devoted
to an up-to-minute report on the
State Legislature in session at
Frankfort, and Farm Bureau's
action there in behalf of farmers.

Homemakers Have 100% Attendance At
January Advisory Council Meeting
Fulton County Homemakers
had their January advisory council meeting at the Hickman
Homemakers club roorna with
one hundred percent attendance
from the clubs.
Mrs. J. E. Smith, the new
county president, presided along
with Mrs. Raymond Harrison the
county's new secretary.
The project leaders along with
the federation chairman gave the
high lights of the years work
thus far—a very good report was
given.
The council voted to send Mrs.
J. E. Smith to Farm and Home
Week convention which will be

held the last of the month in
Lexington, Ky. Mrs. Donald Mabery was chosen as alternate.
Mrs. Jo Westpheling and Mrs.
Mary Nelle -Wright from Radio
Station WFUL came in for a few
minutes and gave a preview of
some plans being planned or
organized groups such as Homemakers Clubs, Women's Clubs
etc. to take advantage of, such
as they will a party will be given
about the middle of February by
the Radio Station members and
further details will be giVen, each
president from the Clubs will be
Invited. Watch for further announcements toward this news.

HOSPITAL NEWS

The Nell Hardy WMII of
Crutchfield Baptist Church met
Thursday night, January 9th, at
the Church for their regular
meeting. Twelve members and
one visitor were present.
The President, Mrs. Lewis Patrick, presided over a short business session. Plans were made
for the quarterly meeting of the
WMU, which will meet with this
Church January 21st.
The program, "The Golden
Door", was presented by Mr,.
Paul Bradley and Mrs. Walter
Nichols. Devotion was conducted by Mrs. Paul Bradley; prayer by Mrs. Ira Saddler; parts by
Mrs. Loyd Henderson, Macon
Shelton, Ira Saddler, in absence
of Mrs. C. A. Saddler, J. C. Jackson and Mrs. Donn Myatt.
The meeting was dismissed
with a prayer by Mrs. Joe
Neathery.
Refreshments were served by
the hostesses, Mrs. Paul Bradley
and Mrs. Walter Nichols.

family and Mrs. Mansfield were
the dinner guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. Brooks Oliver • Finis Mansfield Sunday.
About eighteen ladies participMr. and Mrs. parry Watts ac- ated in a quilting at the Oak
companied Mr. and Mrs. Ishmual Grove Church of Christ Friday.
Watts to Memphis last Monday Two quilts were finished and a
morning. Ishmual was admitted good time was had by all.
to the Baptist Hospital and has
Mr. and Mrs. James Phillips
undergone surgery. He is feeling and son of Union City, Mrs. Thelas well as can be expected and ma Phillips Stubblefield and
hopes to be home soon. We all daughter from Honalulu, visited
hope for him a very speedy re- Mr. and Mrs. Walter Permenter
covery.
Sunday.
Donald Watts, son of Mr. and
Mrs. Eva Mae Daniels- and son
from East St. Louis spent two Mrs. Ishmual Watts who has been
weeks with Mr. and Mrs. Paul home on leave, left Sunday for
Roach and children and Mrs. his base in Virginia.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter PeqzienMansfield. The Roach family accompanied them home last Fri- ter spent Tuesday with Mr. and
day and returned here Satur- Mrs. Dean Terrell.
day.
Mrs. Frank Parrish spent Monday with Mrs. James Rhodes in • AUSTIN SPRINGS
Mrs. Carey Ft-Wads •
Dresden.
* Mrs. Brooks Oliver was hostess
to a Stanley party Monday afterBro. Arthur Wilkerson. filled
noon, with sixteen attending. his appointment at the New
with
entertained
Others who
Salem Baptist Church last SunStanley parties this week were day, January 5, fillinr in for Bro.
Mrs. Paul Roach, Mrs. David Dempsey Henderson, who recentPhelps, Mrs. James Haygood and ly resigned to accept pastorate of
Mrs. William Ward.
Julean Baptist Church at Gracey,
Mrs. Jimmy Clement and Mrs. Ky. The past Wednesday night
Wendell Coffman visited and the Church sat in conference and
shopped in Union City Monday. called the Rev. Arthur WilkerMr. and Mrs. Tom Davis of son for the remainder of this
South Fulton were all day visit- year. Committees were appointed
ors of Mr. and Mrs. Robert Ruck- to purchase new seats for the
er last Wednesday.
auditorium other business was
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford Perry taken up. Bro. and Mrs. Henderand son from Fulton were Sat- son moved last week to their new
urday evening dinner guests of work in Gracey and the Church
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Roach and bids them God's speed, and the
family.
same time Bro. Wilkerson is welJerelyn Colley, daughter of comed to New Salem Church.
Mr. and Mrs. John Colley is ill
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter
with the flu; Mrs. Walter Per- of Martin, Tenn. spent Sunday
menter was quiet ill for two days here with his parents, Mr. and
last week, Jimmy Oliver is sick, Mrs. I3uton Lassiter and attendresulting from a fall at school ed Church at New Salem.
Thursday, he is better this mornMrs. Grover True and Mrs.
ing.
Inez Vincent are attending the
here
visited
Golden
Miss Bert
bedside of their sister, Mrs. Hatthis weekend. She is attending tie Gibson in Fulton, who is so
her sister, Mrs. Della Head, who very ill. Friends regret to hear
is very ill in Mayfield.
there is no improvement at this
Mrs. Kate Myrick spent Mon- writing.
CleJ.
J.
Mrs.
Mr.
and
day with
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Clinard
ment.
visited grandparents, Mr. and
Mr. and Mrs. Wes Jones, Mr.
Mrs. D. A. Mathis in this comand Mrs. Gilbert, Mr. E. P. and
munity the past Sunday.
Bridgett Lawrence were dinner
Mr. and Mrs. Eric Cunningguests of Mr. and Mrs. James
ham and son, George Ed, of DresHaygood Sunday.
den, and Mr. and Mrs. Earl
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Roach and Mitchell and daughter, Judy, of
Paducah, Ky. spent Sunday here
with their parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Ed Frieldr.
Mr. Sam Mathis, patient of
IrtifinitV-Veteran's Ffospital in
Memphis, spent the week-end
here with his family. He returned to Memphis Sunday night,
where he expects to undergo sur•
.•
gery Friday. All good wishes are
'#
extended to the young man for
.
Z
a soon complete recovery.
•
Mr. and Mrs. Buton Lassiter
and Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Donoho
spent Wednesday afternoon with
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. Doron near
Martin in their new home.
Mr. and Mrs. Burnett Lintz
spent Sunday afternoon in Fulton guests of their children, Mr.
and Mrs. Billie McCollum.
Kraft Dinaer is •
with
"MEAT COOKERY"
timesaver and a
KRAFT
menu-maker I Stock
The Palestine Homemakers
AT
up today—it costs Club will meet Friday in a all
for tissf through- only pennies. So
day meeting at the Community
ood.tiroggla
hsndy for school
Center. The Major lesson "Meat
lunches, einerumcy
diem Now
Cookery" will boon at 10:30 a.
m. Members are urged to be pres4466r. koie•ta. And good
astin' always!
ent and visitors welcome.
,
s.easimarrisaisassaa

The following were patients in
the local hospital Wednesday
morning, January 15.
Fulton Hospital:
Mrs. Calvin Hicks, Water Valley; Harry Batts, Crutchfield;
Mrs. Elbert Winstead, Dresdea;
Jasper William, Dukedom; Dolan
Myatt, Crutchfield; Orvis Griffin,
Mayfield; C. H. Russell, Kevil;
Everett Bradley, Clinton; Robert
Hale, Cunningham; Mrs. Seymour
Thacker, Dukedom; Mrs. W. W.
Colburn, Dukedom; Luther Pic-

kns, Water Valley; Mr and Mrs.
Edd Watts, Wingo; Mrs. Norman
Rickman, Water Valley; Mrs.
Della Coleman, Mayfield; Mrs. R.
L. Conley, Alamo; File Su Hopkins, Water Valley; Mr. and Mrs.
nam, Sr., Mrs. Em Griffin, C. W.
Burrow, Larry Latham, Alfred
Vaughn, Mrs. Tom Counce, Eva
Randolph, Mrs. Etta Wade, B. B.
Stephenson, E. L. Cook, Mrs.
Lela Bennett, Mrs. J. T. Travis
and Mrs. Mike Fry all of Fulton.
Jones Hospital:
Mrs E. C. Wayne, Clinton;
John Welch, Dukedom; Mrs
Betty Williams, Mrs. Ivy Folwell,

The Whitnel Funeral Home
IT COSTS NO MORE TO HAVE THE BEST—
We have funeral services in price ranges to fit your
financial Cl I cumstances. You will not find prices more
reasonable anywhere in this area.

CREDIT ON TENN. BURIAL POLICIES—
We give full credit when you call us to serve you—

PHONE 88

408 EDDINGS STREET

The Fulton News, Thursday, January 16, 1958,
4
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age 5
Charles Bolton, Bertha Mitchell,
Mrs. J. G. Anderson, Bobby Newton, Mrs. Moody Yates, Mrs. Newton Huddle and baby, Mrs.
Thomas Vowell and baby, Mrs.
James McMinn and baby, Mrs.
Jewell Toon and baby and Mrs.
Raymond Bennett all of Fulton.
Hillview Hospital:

ryn Williams, Dukedonsg Mrs. F.
S. Dedmon, Curtis Thurman, V.
M. McBride, Mrs. Thomas Jones,
Mrs. Raymond Hutchens, Mrs.
Milton Counce, Floyd Winston,
Mary Newlin, Mrs. J. N. Wooten
Keith Smith, Mrs. Dalton Yates,
Mrs. Roy Watts, Mrs. Lonnie
Daniels and Billy Joe McNeil all
of Fulton.

Mrs. W. 0. Greer, Jr., Water
GRASS FAT
Valley; W. E. Jackson, Bardwell;
Mrs. Ray Fleming, Pilot Oak; Grass-fed cattle are likely to
Mrs. T. N. Curlin, Hickman; have yellow fat because of caroHomer Zopf, Dukedom; Mrs. tene in the grass; white and yelIshan Mathis, Martin; Mrs. Kath- low fat have similar flavors.

STORRS-SCHAEFER
America's well-known tailor-made clothes
offers up to SIX MONTHS CREDIT AT NO
EXTRA CHARGE. Inquire at our store.

RICE's MENS WEAR
Main Street

LISTEN TO THE
RADIO POLIO

•FULTON ROUTE 5

Tattylip fir
quick Mae!
Tonda,
cittitiotu

MACARONI-AU-CIEESE
Lantz cooked ist7 mime&

Fulton, Ky.

Go To CHURCH Sunday

FOR FULTON

Saturdays, January 18-- 25
1 to 4 P. M.

Wednesdays, January 22-- 29
1:30 to 3:00 P. M.
FOR

CLINTON

MONDAY -- TUESDAY -- THURSDAY -- FRIDAY
, FROM 2 to 3 P. M. through January

WFUL IS 1210 ON YOUR AM DIAL

THIS MESSAGE AND ALL RADIO TIME
DONATED BY THE NEWS AND WFUL
In The Interest Of The 1958 Polio Drive
•

1

nounced today.
nounced today.
Under the trial "bid" program,
All details of procedure and rewhich is available only in Ten- gulations are now available in
nessee and 3 other States, farm- the County ASC office and the
Ddid0A1
ers make their own offer of the personnel is prepared to explain
amount of money per-acre they the application of the program to
(We sege: Ole teaming'. futeroustieut, supplied TR/ RIM
will accept for putting all crop- interested farmers, Mr. Vaughn
dm•
le OW VIAA, AOC, MIK* COMO *Neer and upriesidered
land on their farms in the Con- said.
spesesOus oil be el oeseessei ustareet fes srupraesassi fewiners in So
servation Reserve. They must ofUnder the dompetitive "bid"
les-rome drool :
7et/ow
fer to put all of the cropland on procedure, which is available on.
.........•••
the farm in the program for at ly in Tennessee and three other
ACREAGE SIGN-UP
Stabilization and Conservation least 5 and up to 10 years. In ad- States, farmers make their own
dition to the annual per-acre pay- offers of the amount of money
IS NOW OPEN
Committee.
Wish AM PRYOR
ment they bid-if it is accepted, per-acre that they will accept for
The signup period for the 1958
Changes in the 1958 national of course-they also will get a putting all eligible landon their
AgriaiNvel Armi, Math Camand tni
Acreage Reserve program will average per-acre rates are due to practice payment
of up to 80 per- farms in the program for at
100 Million Dollars A Year
open on January 13 and close adjustments because of trends in cent of the cost of putting their least 5 and up to 10 years. If
March 7, according to Mr. C. C. crop yields, the Chairman ex- "reserve" land into a conserva- their bids are accepted and the
It has been estimated that the
Vaughn, Chairman, Obion Coun- plained. According to the latest tion use. Bids
can be filed at the Government reserves the right to lowly cattle grub cost cattlemen
ty Agricultural Stabilization and reports, slightly over 3.9 million County ASC'office through Jan- reject any or all bids-they also
over 100 million dollars eve ry
Conservation Committee. Mr. acres of winter wheat were sign- uary 31.
will be eligible for a practice year. This damage is mostly die
ed
up
for
the
1958
Acreage
ReVaughn points out that a Soil
The regular 1958 Conservation payment of up to 80 percent of to holes in the hide and damage
Bank base for each farm must serve.
Reserve is similar to programs in the cost of putting the "reserve'' to primal cuts of meat.
There is a payment limit of effect the past 2 years. Under it, land into a conservation use.
be established before a 1958
NOW is the best time to get
Acreage Reserve Agreement can $3,000 on the total Acreage Re- the County ASC office sets
The regular Conservation Re- busy on grub control. Don't dea
serve
payment
which
can
be
be signed. Soil Bank bases alrate per-acre for annual pay- serve, under which the ASC ofready established are to be used made to any one producer on any ments, based on land value, ren- fice sets the annual per-acre pay- tenant could each receive payfor 1958 agreements on spring- one farm. This limit applies to tals, productivity and other fact- ment rate on the basis of land ments up to $3,000.
planted crops. He advises farm- each produaer with regard to ors, for the area in which a farm value, rentals, productivity and
The Chairman also pointed out
ers who plan to put land in the each farm he operates or in is located. The regular practice other factors in the area in that the payment limitation appli1958 Acreage Reserve program to which he has an interest or share payment-up to 80 percent of which a farm is located, also is ed to the total payments for all
bring their farm records for 1956 in the crop. An owner of two cost-also is available. Farmers available, Chairman Vaughn add- the crops put in the 1958 Acreand 1957 into the County ASC farms will have a limit of $3,000, have until April 15 to put land ed. He urged interested farmers age Reserve on an individual
Office as they will be needed to for each farm.
into the Conservation Reserve to investigate the advantages of farm.
Total funds available for the under the regular procedure with both programs.
set up the farm's Soil Bank base.
The County ASC Chairman adThe Soil Bank base, roughly, is 1958 Acreage Reserve program 1 contracts of 3, 5 or 10 years.
vised farmers who plan on putALL FARMERS REQUESTED
to
$500
amount
million.
the average acreage of Soil Bank
Farmers may find it to their
ting acreage under the 1958 AcreCounty Chairman Vaughn sug- benefit to investigate both pro- TO GET THEIR FARMS
base crops on the farm for the
age Reserve, and who do not alPROPERLY
CONSTITUTED
past two years. Such crops gen- gests that with the signup for grains, Chairman Vaughn said.
ready have a Soil Bank base estaFOR 1958
erally include all crops produc_ Acreage Reserve agreements be- He pointed out that if a farmer's
blished for their farms, to bring
S. E. Holly, Office Manager for their 1956-57 farm records
ed for harvest on the farm, ex- ginning January 13 and closing "bid" for annual payments under
to the
Fulton
ASC
County
Committee
farmers
7,
planning
that
March
cept hay crops.
the trial program is not accepted
county office. These acreage reto put land in the Acreage Re- -and the Government reserves requested all farmers who have cords are necessary to establish
serve should bring the 1956 and the right to reject any or all sold, bought or traded any land the "Soil Bank base" for their
HIGHER PAYMENTS
which would change their 1958 farms. The establishment of the
Payment rates per acre for the 1957 records of their farms into bids-the same farmer can still
farming operations over that of Soil Bank base is now necessary
1958 Acreage Reserve are some_ the County Office where a Soil come in under the regular pro1957 to report same to the County- before a producer may sign a
what higher for wheat, corn, cot_ Bank base will be established. gram. In this connection, he
ASC Office immediately in order 1958 Acreage Reserve agreement.
ton, and rice than those which The establishment of the Soil stressed that only "realistic" bids
that their farm might properly
Mr. Vaughn pointed out that
were in effect for 1957, accord_ Bank base Must be made before would be accepted; that farmers
be constituted for 1958. He stated the Soil Bank base is the same
ing to Mr. C. C. Vaughn, Chair- the agreement may be signed un- cannot expect any "windfall"
that this was very important es- as that which has been in effect
man, Chion County Agricultural less such a base has already been type of payments under the bid
pecially if the farmer was ex- for the Conservation Reserve.
established for the farm.
procedure. Since the offers ac- pecting to participate
in the Soil
cepted will be on the basis of Bank Program.
CONSERVATION RESERVE
Farmer in Obion County might
the lowest bids made, each farmReconstitution of farms in most well benefit from opportunities
15/D PROGRAM
er is competing with other farmUnion City Highway
The Obion County Agricultural ers who file offers under the cases will change acreage allot- offered through the Soil Bank's
ments and soil bank bases, and Acretige Reserve Program for
Stabilization and Conservation program.
SAT-SUN., JAN., 18-19
many times the payment rate per sprIlg-planted
crops, C. C.
Office is ready to talk to farmFarmers have from now until
FIRST RUN IN
ers any time now about partici- January 31 to file competitive acre for each commodity. Farms Va hn, Chairman of the Obion
UNION CITY AREA
pation in the 1958 Conservation bids under the new trial pro- cannot be reconstituted after a Cou ty Agricultural Stabiliza(Starts at 7:10 and 8.35)
Reserve Program-either the new cedure in which they specify the Soil Bank Agreement is signed tion and Conservation Committee
UNDER FIRE
"bid" procedure or the regular rate per-acre of annual payment as a reconstitution voids all pre- advisted today.
vious agreements on the farm.
Any farmer who has an "old
With Rex Reason, Henry Morgan program-Chairman Vaughn anwhich they will accept for putt- March 7 is the final date for
farm" acreage allotment for corn,
ing all cropland on their farms placing cotton and corn acreage
upland cotton, and tobacco can
in the Conservation Reserve, Mr. allotment in the soil bank. Re- put any part of
these "allotment"
C. C. Vaughn, Chairman, Obion constituted farms must be apacres in the program, Chairman
County Agricultural Stabilization proved by the State Office and Vaughn explained. Farmers who
and Conservation Committee, an- this requires some time to get
have acreage allotments for the
final approval. Farmers are re- first time in 1958-so-called newquested to file by February 1st farm allotments-are not eligible
if possible.
to participate.
Farmers who want to take part
With the signup period for the in the program-under which
Soil Bank's 1958 Acreage Reserve they withhold allotment acres
opening January 13, Obion Coun- from production in return for a
ty farmers are asking about the payment designed to maintain net
$3,000 payment limit, C. C. farm income on that land-have
Vaughn, Chairman of the Obion to sign an agreement with their
Our TV repair sea are trained te
County Agricultural Stabilization county ASC Committee specificaerviee every standard sok Call
.f-d0OP
and Conservation Committee, ad- ally designating the land on their
j....
•.,..... ....4
us ter dependable servioe.
vised.
farm to be put in the Acreage
Mr. Vaughn explained that the Reserve. Land designated f.ir the
$3,000 limitation on payments program must be cropland that
I
"!
under the 1958 Acreage Reserve could produce in 1958 the elig306 Math Street
Phone 307
of the Soil Bank will be applied ible crop for which allotment
to each producer with regard to acreage is put in the program and
each farm in which he has an it must have produced a crop
interest, rather than as a ceiling during one of the past 5 years.
The Acreage Reserve signup for
on the amount paid him for all
DOUBLE FEATURE
farms in which he has an intee- spring-planted crops closes March
Iliffiara
- PROGRAM 7, 1958, Mr. Vaughn said.
est.
Friday & Saturday
This
means,
for
example,
that
rIECNINSCOLOR•
a farmer who owns two separatr,
/Hearing Aid Batt6ries
•
farms, one of which he farms
Le x Barker-InWHIP WILSON - in
0111111:1 MOW
himself and the second one he
Complete Line
leases to a tenant, may be elig- For all nsal.e of heArina aids!
Visit our Helring Aid Departible for a limit of $3,000 in AcrePLUS
ment at yore first opportunity.
age Reserve payments on each
farm. The tenant on the farm
CITY DRUG CO.
would also be eligible for a limit
Theme 7•
UM Lake Street
of $3,000. In other words, on the
second farm, both owner and
Plus
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lay. It will cost you money. Cattle grubs should be treated u
soon as they begin to cut holes
in the hide. The best kill is unually obtained by scrubbing the
animal's back with a stiff-bristled
brush. Mix 12 ounces of 5% rotenone and 2 ounces of neutral
soap in each gallon of water
Apply about 1 pint per animal.
Spraying or dusting requires
less labor and may be more practical on large herds. For spraying,
mix 72 pounds of 5% rotenone
and 2 pounds of household detergent with each 100 gallons of
water. This should cover approximately 100 head. When dusting,
use one part of 5% rotenone to 2
parts of a diluent such as pyrophylite.
Now lets look at the cattle
grub calendar and see just when
they take their vacation. In Deeember and January, the cattle
grubs begin to cut holes in the
hide. The bumps are very small
at first. Later in January, the
grubs become more abundant
and; as they mature, drop to the
ground. There the grub changes
to the pupae from which the
Heel Fly develops, this takes
place in February. The heel flies
come out in March and lay eggs,
terrorizing cows. In April, the
eggs hatch, after being attached
to hair on the heel, and make
their way through, the skin.
From April to November, the
tiny larvae move about constantly but slowly until they reach
the back.
The male and female flies live
only a few days and need no
food; they have no mouth parts
with which to eat. They do not
sting or inflict pain, as many

Call Us For The Finest
In Television Service

i

U.
Roper Television

-

TOOTH (cartoon)
Foy Meets Girl (comedy)

im. •
sta.f likiftr

......t..,474,.•
.....-,

-

-THE AWFUL

SUNDAY - MONDAY

THE GREATEST
BIBLICAL SPECTACLE
OF ALL TIME!

DAYTON V-BELTS
Machines
BI:AIIIETT ELECTRIC

RE'S A SERGEANT1,DILEMMA ... A CAPTAIN'S
NIGHTMARE ... A GENERAL RIOT!

PHONE 201

FULTON

.,..

KHAKI!

Posr
i
e l
Wry

Ise

.11-:1111Y
riie
m
1I.111 i0

LAW

dawn

'met

and Easy Teresa

BENNETT ELECTRIC
117 Main

SD
SACK

•

THE

:,.

flt HALWALLIS
.....,
iiiimi

NMI,

PrIn

UR

'
DAVID
MAINE.KIRK.LORRE.MANTELL.EVANS
DAM by

and THE FLOOD THAT
DESTROYED THE WORLD!
• 3 YEARS IN THE
• A CAST Of MI THOUSAND...

HONE HAM • Inersdkrir =MD NMIssl 11111 HMS
. • A COST Of MANY MILLIONS!
hnd Is is Corm Ilmuir Ovid•Wm Mit errone

PLUS- LATEST NEWS EVENTS! 1
_

Pima et AM Mei Aeonsolely illnpaired nt Lore Oeet

ANDREWS
Jew•lry Company

UNLESS you give them
new life and color with
0 It • S
New Dyeing Methods

*- Our new,amazing methods assure you a perfect dye
job every time-all the smartest decorator colors to

L IMEL•IWO CUM NOW HIM
1106•112.••• Miro

make your shag rugs, drapes and bedspreads Sparkle
like new!
Select from 70 true. bright decorator colors!

OK Laundry Sanitone Cleaners
TELEPHONE 130

Irby's Fashion Shop
Clearance Sale
NOW IN PROGRESS
Drastic Reduction to make room for Spring Merchandise
Coats
Suits
129.95
85.00
69.95
59.95
49.95

WHACKY
Pe

,

Amount.
WORMANSIIIP
At Low Cast
waftemi, mese me mis

have complete stocks

for HOME and FARM

TUESDAY

JERRY'S
WILD
AND

believe. Feeling their touch or
sensing their presence, however.
cattle are instinctively terrorized.
It doesn't look like Mr. Grub
takes a vacation, he just works
hard at costing the farmer millions every year.

FBI -SAT -SUN

MADISON

•
tik.KE
The SenRational New Invention
1hrtberland's "MD" Trms
No Belts - No Straps No Odors
Approved by Dortors - The
World's Most Comfortabee
Truss

CITY DRUG CO.
4011 Lake St.

Pales

79.95
49.95
39.95
36.95
29.95

85.00
75.00
69.95 & 59.95
39.95
29.95

49.95
42.95
39.95
25.00
15.00

One Rack of Dresses Values up to 17.95
5.00
One Rack of Dresses Values up to 24.95
10.00
One Rack of Dresses Values up to 35.00
15.00
All Dresses Drastically Reduced
One Rack of Corduroy Robes
Values up to 12.95 __
now 5.00 & 7.50
All Robes Reduced
Raincoats - Skirts - Blouses and Sportswear Reduced
10% Reduction on Underwear
20% Reduction on Gloves, Sweaters and Bags
15 Fall Hats _ _
2.00 & 3.00
Doors Open 8:30 a. m.

Al 0

SAVE

PACI

"Geri

4

Fru

Go To CHURCH Sunday

they simply FADE Away

"FENCE
RIDERS„

fletoomed Wu ll si tad Artleli

January 17: Ann Bennett,
Johnny Holland, Shelby Radford,
Pat Greengrass; January 18: Mrs.
H. L. Williams, Betty Sue Wade;
January 19: Seldon J. Reed,
Sonice Pirtle, Burnham Dallas,
John Gatlin, Mrs. Eph Dawes;
January 20: Peggy Hall Spraggs,
Jamie Barnes, Dora Hastings;
January 21: Mrs. C. F. Rogers,
Linda Ethridge; January 22: J.
T. Brundige, Mrs. Stella Ellis;
January 23: Celia Ann Wolberton, J. J. Huggins, Sam McDaniel,
J. T. Robey.

ORPHEUM

THE
D MAI

'1'11111
GINS
no IBM=
int4/1121110S

NW

Old Bedspreads Never Die...

sirmiunE Drivai

when your TV
needs a friend...

Marines
flag-riusini
way Islan

All

Sales

Final

Obi

Marines participated in the first
flag-raising ceremony over Midway Island on Dec. 28, 1847.

• MOM= WM I
tam two Itssier

PATRICIA LATANE

Cisinieep Beinelieriunt •

We've been having some real
Mrs. Inez Menees and Nannie
winter weather but it has warm- are visiting Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
&newer* your cOlunin in the paper, I would
LATANE
trATNIChe
ed up and is now raining.
Linder. Mrs. Inez is recovering
as eueetlees is person. Address all
like very much for you to answMrs. Heath returned home a from illness. We hope she is soon
TIhl
her c/o
communicatisins to
NIEWS and
watch for •IMPVIIN
er some questions for me. This few days ago from her daughter's, able to come home.
AB trees ef Ismestes
th.• column.
QueotIoNtio
is my find time to write.
Mrs. Ted Francis, near Lynnville.
rn•dagns. health can beet Ye am Carl Edward Burns and chilSAVR G&W ear
s we rod * your phy•lcdan; idesThere is a certain party that Mrs. Francis is quite ill.
dren of Chicago, Ill, are attendOions regarding handling of money
Jasper Williams is a patient in ing the bedside of his father,
or ;noe•tnaint• can beet he aneell- says I owe them some money
PACK kGE DEAL
'red by your banker. THE NEWS and they have been talking it the Fulton Hospital, he fell sev- Mr. Arthur Burns. We wish him
srovidits this column purely as II
around that they are going to eral feet, one day,last week and a speedy recovery.
"Ctsvesiniy everylline
otrbl ,c forum and d••• not •ooloSt
4ny responsibility for th• •newere sue me and I don't owe them landed on ice, the results is a
Mrs. Frankie McClelliin and
eases anything and I have the evidence fractured pelvis. Here's hoping he
m•ny
In
Jffored, although
Oa Lake St.
he
have
extr•m•ly
Sepr•ved
Mrs. Ruth Cloys were Friday afWill they bring will soon be up and home.
don't.
I
prove
to
curate.)
ranee. By.
ternoon visitors of Mrs. Daisie
Pb... 4411 Dear Miss Latane,
suit or not? It might cause me' Mrs. Evaline Yates is ill with ondurant.
complications.
and
cold
if
work
rn,y
with
I have heard so much about some trouble
Mrs. Johnnie Stayton spent
Miss Constance Jones is in
they do.
z
Friday in Memphis visiting her
Please answer in your next Hickman this week visiting in husband who is a patient in Kenthe home of Mrs. Mary Samuels
writing if you can at all.
nedy hospital. He is recovering
and girls.
Thank you,
Mr. and Mrs. L. A. Rowland from a serious operation.
Worried,
Long Term — Low Interest
Mr. and Mrs. Rob Johnson
and Mr. and Mrs! Norman Puckett visited in this vicinity Sun- have returned from a two weeks
Dear Worried:
No appraisal fee
visit with their daughter and
No, you aren't going to be sued, day.
You pay only for the time that you use
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowery family in Chicago, Ill.
and
worry
to
trying
talk
all
is
it
the mosey.
made a flying trip to Detroit last
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Cruce of
scare you.
St. Louis, Mo. are visiting Mr.
week.
Bro. and Mrs. Norman Critten- and Mrs. Hugh Cruce, Mr. and
Dear Pat,'
and girls of Manleyville visit- Mrs. J. J. Cruce and Mr. and Mrs.
den
your
reading
I have been
A. C. Fields, Sec-Trees
days last week in this Roy Cruce.
several
ed
column in the Fulton News each
vicinity, they were guests in the
Tel 453, Union City, Tennessee
Mr. Jack Burns quietly celeweek. And enjoy it very much.
0. F. Taylor home Thursday brated.. his 95 birthday at his
I would like for you to help
Ivrne near here. Mrs. Jessie Ponight.
me with my problems.
A large crowd attended the well of Union City, Tenn. spent
to
go
to
like
First, I would
wedding of Joyce Taylor Sunday the day with him and Mr: and
another factory to work. Do you
the Bethle- Mrs. Hugh Cruce.
factory p. m. at 3 o'clock at
this
Will
should?
I
think
in your Automatic Home Laundry
hem Methodist Church near Pilot
We are glad Arthur Burns is
stay here?
Oak. She was married to Bobby able to come home from the
A little friend of mine has lost
Scott of Lexington, Ky., formerly Obien County hospital.
his glasseg, could you tell us
Mayfield. The ceremony was
of
Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and
where we can find them?
performed by Rev. Smitiunier of Clarice were Sunday dinner
Thanks,
Mayfield and Rev. Crittenden of guests of Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
Pud.
Manleyville.
Burnette.
Dear Pud:
Mrs. Effie Roper had for her
between,
far
and
few
are
Jobs
dinner guests, Mr. and
Sunday
MBA
OLD
AN
have
you
my advice to you is if
Liliker.
Elmer
Mrs.
Contact lenses are far from a
one to hang on to it, I do not
.•
Sunday guests of Mrs. Mayme
think the factory is going to recent development, according to
Murine Company feature Scearce were Mr. and Mrs. Tomthe
move.
the
A similar idea was first my Scearce of Fulton.
service.
at
ask
to
friend
your
Tell
li
Mr. and Mrs. Turner Purcell
in 1508 by Leonardo da
recorded
glasses
his
about
picture show
the Elmer Liliker
entertained
a
F.
Vinci;
1887
in
German,
and
that is where he left them.
E. Mueller, and a Swiss. Dr. A. E. family with an oyster supper one
Pick, both had contact lenses night last week.
Dear Pat,
The relatives and friends of
This is my first time to write made of blown glass.
Mr. Justis Pewitt were saddened
the
escape
will
and I hope It
when hearing of his death in
waste basket. I read your column answer.
Angeles, Calif. He was born
Los
V. B. M.
every week I have an opportunand readed in the Union Church
ity to do so. I enjoy it very much.
Anxious and worried.
neighborhood near Fulton, Ky..
I have a couple of questions to Dear V. B. M.
He married Miss Andrey Campregain
wife
my
will
Your other children are with bell of near Cayce. They moved
ask. First,
her health, and lose the extra your husband, and they are in
weight she is trying to lose? St. Louis. You will go to see
Second, will I get the Civil Ser- your children in the spring. I
vice job I am trying for? I hope can't say if he will harm you
to get an answer in this *week's or not, but he will threaten you
with a knife. No, you will never
issue of the News.
Signed,
get all your children. Yes, your
Tiddle-de-winks
husband believed the things he
accused you of as part of them
Dear 'Ili:idle-De-Winks:
Yes, your wife will regain her were told to him by your chilhealth, and in due time will lose dren. Yes, he did love you, it will
the weight. Yes, you will get be some time before you see him.
the civil service job you are try- No, you will not get any aid from
ing for, but not at the time you welfare for some time yet. You
are thinking about as it will be will have to work for the rest
open again in the very near fu- of your life. You will make a living, you won't get rich.
ture.
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to Los Angeles and lived there
until his death. He leaves his
wife, three grandchildren and
one great grandchild. He was
buried in Los Angeles, Calif. We
extend sympathy to ht.; family.

FEDERAL LAND BANK LOANS
Obies Weakley Nat'l Fara Loam Ass'a

Go All-Electric

arkle

Ts!

Union City, Tenn.

810 South First Street

Romy is starting classes in beauty culture every
Monday
Tuition paid monthly or weekly
Each student receives books and kit with equipment at no extra charge.
Three instructors to assist you in your training
We also have evening classes three night a week,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday
Start Now
For information Phone 863 or write above address.
Romy Aycock Jr.

ELECTRICALLY

CLEARANCE

ELECTRIC WASHER-DRYERS
or separate units
Modern electric washer-dryer combinations combine all the safe, clean features
of separate electric units ... in one spacesaving cabinet. Easily installed in kitchen,
laundry, or anywhere, to suit your convenience. Washes and dries clothes safely
in gentle, electric heat in one continuous
/
operation — automatically. Saves work,
space, time, and clothes. \

iers

No flames ... no fumes

Dear Pat,
Could you please tell me what
I did with my wrist watch? Did
someone take it? If so, could
you give me the initials? Also give
the initials of the person who
took the ten dollars from me.
Thank you,
S. I... R.
Dear S. L. R.
The same person got them both,
its a girl and supposed to be a
real close friend.
Dear Pat,
I enjoy reading your column.
Please answer a few questions
for me this week. I have written
you before, but I mailed it to the
wrong place.
Where are my other children
now? Where is my husband?
When shall I go to see my children? Did my husband really believe all the false things he accused me of? Did he love me?
When will I see him? Will I get
aid from the welfare? When?
How long will I have to work?
Will I do all right? Please

Dear Pat,
I would like for you to answer
some questions for me. First, I
want to know if you know how
many children I have?
My husband some times has
lost ems day soNii
mad fits and no one can get alone
with him. Should I leave him
before he and the children get
mad enough to hurt each other
or will he do better? Has he ever INS DOWNS LAT1X WALL PAINT
stepped out on me? Please answer
• ABBY
NMI]
in next weeks paper. I read the
• ths• palm does the
paper every week.
average room
Your friend,
• Guaresiteed weehelsle
W. W.
• Dries in sone hour
Dear W. W.
• Latest colors
Your writing shows you have
7 children. If he is making you a See our complete line of
living you had better stay with
him, he's not going to hurt the wallpaper and accessories!
children and they aren't him; he
only wants them to mind, and you
don't care, and I will agree with
your husband to make them
mind. No, he hasn't stepped out
on you, but you have on him
more times than you can remem- Church
Phone 35
Street
ber.

Impasiisl "ow mei

iSpkv4snar

lk"\C

See your
electrical
appliance
dealer

Whether you choose a spacesaving combination, or separate electric washer and dryer,
you get the same perfect results ... automatically."Clean
as electric light" heat keeps
whites white and c o lors
bright. Clothes last longeg,
feel and look better when
washed and dried electrically.

Live Better....Electrically
with

FULL HOUSEPOWER
eloctricity
Is hies you have enough circuits Is dialyse sonstio
for pock opplione• perferewento. Cell vs, or your rolochiciee, fee
Certified It•usepower plow.

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

All Fall and Winter Merchandise

Drastically Reduced
Wool — Long or Short

COATS
Sizes 5 thru 52
Wool — Boxy or Fitted

SUITS
Sizes 5 thru 52

DRESSES
Sizes 5 thru 52
SKIRTS
Sizes 20 thru 38 Waist
Cotton and Nylon

BLOUSES
Sizes 28 thru 38
Orlon—Ban-Lon — LovLon

OFF

SWEATERS
Sizes 34 nut. 46
Black and White Not Included

EXCHANGE
Firiikre Co.

REECE'S

miminnimmEg

Romy's Beauty School

JANUARY

SPACE-SAVING

)rs to

Attention

Wash and dry your
cloth•s gently... safely

Wide choice
of combination

I dye

BLUS-SYSD BABISS
All children of all races are
born with blue eyes. Usually the
permanent eye color is not demonths
until several
veloped
sitar birth.

By

Regular
Price

•
All Means Go To

Irene's
•

IN MAYFIELD

FOR THE

2

SUITS

Get your self set for the
year at tremendous savings
on your clothing dollar.
These fine suits regularly
sold for $60.041. Finest wools
and many imported fabrics,
In worsteds, gabardinen.
flannels and sharkskins . .
blues, greys, tans, browns
and blacks in solids, stripes.
checks and fancies. Slightly
irregulars . . . will net affect the wearing qualities.
Tram up with a relative or
Your opportunity to make terrific say friend and reap the savings
lags on suits and fashionable suburban you make when you buy
coats. Even though we have had a gigantic
response- to this sale, we still have a
fairly complete selection. but don't wait
... Come in today and really SAYE.

PRICE OF

Stop in anytime ...
seam yogis friends Imre
--you're welcome et
all 'name. Ask to see
sad try lite Wiese model CONN inetresment
d coat elmim. lie .hask
ems may paeans,One
with 'ANTAL pawning*.

SUBURBAN COATS
Just the very thing to keep you warm as
toast in this extreme winter weather, and
there's plenty of it let' These coats are
lids, tweeds,
brand new, all wools in
cheeks, over plaids. Beautiful plaid Ito.
lags. All single breasted models. Get a
pair for dad and lad. These coats sell for
$48.111, but now, buy . . .

2 for the price of 1
PIA'S fl 00

•

SALE

2 for the price

aesceA

of 1
PLUS $LIM

STYLE-MART STORE
'7th & Broadway—Mayfield, Ky.

Ken-Tenn Marketing Center
TINE ENGRAVING of all types WALLPAPER and paint sale: all
paper reduced from 33 1/3 to
is available at the Fulton
50%. Burke-Hall fine paints:
News office. See our samoutside $4.95 gallon; rubberples; we are exclusive agents
base $4.95 gallon i semi-gloss
for the finest engraving comenamel $5.95 gallon; arthitectpany in the midwest. The
ural enamel $6.95 gallon; floor
Fulton News, 209 Commercienamel $5.50 gallon. Buy now
al Avenue.
for your Spring painting! FulSAFETY-TOE shoes are always
ton Paint and Glass Company,
Shoe
Forrester's
at
, available
212 Church Street; phone 909.
Shop.
PIANO tuning, $7.50. We also do
WANT TO BUY: Oak, Poplar,
expert rebuilding, reconditionWhite Ash, Walnut, Gum and
ing, etc. Timm's Furniture
Highest
timber.
Beech standing
•
Company, Union City, Tenn.
prices paid. Write the Southern
Star Lumber Company or phone NO PRINTING JOB too large
or too small for the Fulton
Elgin 2-3344, McKenzie, Ten
News to do for you. Best
nessee.
equipped shop in Fulton to
I AM NOW representing the
serve you. Phone 470.
Greenfield Monument Works
and will appreciate the opportunity to show you our beautiful line of memorials. Tom
For The
Hales„ Fulton; phone 124.
WORK shoes $3.95 up. All
lengths, widths. Forrester's
Shoe Shop.
WANTED salesman: Transportation furnished: for appointment call 1138 day, or 1960
night. Harden Office Equipment Company, Union City,
Tenn.
BUY SOUTHERN goods: work
clothing by Washington, Stephens, Fly and Bulls-Eye. Work
shoes by Statler and "Pair-ATrooper" Dress suits, topcoats
and sport coats by Sewell.
Made in Dixie and handled by
The Edwards Store, Mayfield,
Ky.
FIVE SIZES of blank shipping
tags always in stock; from
the largest to the smallest.
You can buy 'em plain or
we'll print 'em for you. U
you need shipping tags, come
to the Fulton News office,
209 Commercial Avenue.
NOW IS the titne to replace the
broken glasses in your home
and auto. See us for all of your
glass needs. Fulton Paint and
Class Company. 212 Church
Street; phone 909.

MAC and FATS
Flower Shop
Flowers for all occasions
Potted Plants — Cut Flowers
Corsages — Funeral Designs
Christmas & all occasion Cards
Center Pieces & Hospital Arra ngements.
Phone 49 for Pose* Deliver,'

BEST
and

CLEANEST

ON TAYLOR STREET in So.
Fulton, completely remodeled,
the H. W. Ruddle home, T-V'
antenna, Electric Stove and
Extra lot are included in sale
price of $6,000.00
IN Connaughton-Arnold Subdivision—A new three bedroom
home, central gas heat, tile
bath, paved drive way, nice
set of kitchen cabinets, anywhere, snack bar, Mmily room
joins this irseutiful kitchen
will sell or trade. Shown
night or day.

Wick Smith Agency
INSURANCE FOR LESS
REAL ESTATE

USED FURNITURE
buy it at

HI-Fl headquarters: Records, record players, Hi-Fi latest hit
tunes, LP and EP albums.
Wade TV, 206 Main Street,
Fulton.

Now! Heel Lifts
fr Cinderella
Heels attached
safely...properly.
with our new
Cinderella
ado-Soler.
SW/MOUS DAYS
r's SIMMS into neat amilisliee OR

&WNW &WV'

RUILONG
AUTURR

EXCHANGE

MOTORCYCLES• new and used.
KING
Barney Corner, 405 Ferry Phone 613,
Street, Metropolis, Illinois.

Federal and State

TELEVISION
Union City

World's Finest Quality
Television

WARD'S
MUSIC SHOP

Repair Service

RCA and Magnavox
TV and Hi-Fi

ROPER'S TELEVISION
Phone 307
Main St.
Authorized Zenith Dealer

Filed and mailed

Union City
Phone 1655
(Complete stock)
F. S. JOHNSON
Good selection of records
456 Lake St. Fulton, Ky.
on LP and 45 rpm
Mail orders—Anecial orders
Phone: 62; home 765

EXTRA COPIES

CET OR

.440 vOUR
CotATRY.
ARYROLL 4A4145$
EXAY!

SCOTT'S FLORAL SHOPPE
304 Main St.
Fresh cut flowers at all times
Funeral Flowers
Hospital dr Wedding Bouquets
Fall and Winter dried arrangements and artistically arranged
Nice Ass't picture frames—
Brass Gifts—Lamps
Always YOUR dependable
Florist
Phone 21-3
Ruth K,. Scott

Buy Auto Insurance on
Our 3-PAY PLAN
40% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
30% In 6 MONTHS
No Interest. No carrying
Charges.
Your policy is typed and
ready for you in a few mmutea, and coverage is effective immediately.
CALL 62 — 160
Wick Smith Agency

of
The Fulton News
are on sale
each week at
Smith's Cafe
Derby Cafe
Evans Drug Store

"Always At Your Service"

COOK'S LIQUOR
STORE
201 Continereial Ave.

Folios

Cold Wines, cold beer
All popular brands of
whiskies, gins, etc.

TAX RETURNS
PREPARED
Birth Certificates
All Kind of Insurance
Dial 2170 or 2249
Opposite Post Office

M. REYNOLDS
Insurance Agency

BEN FRANKLIN
FULTON, KY.

Fulton News Stand
The News Office
• • •

C.

Hickman, Ky.
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A second plan, made possible
through the support of Governor
A. B. Chandler and the 1956 State
Legislature, is now in effect.
Under this new plan, any beneficiary of the Fund who agrees
to practice in one of ten Kentucky counties most in need of a
physician will have one year of
his loan cancelled for each year
he practices in this county,
Howard said.
The Fund is not only designed
to assist worthy students, but
also to help provide adequate
medical care in rural Kentucky
counties. For additional information, prospective applicants for
loans should contact the Executive Secretary of the Fund, J. P.
Sanford, 1169 Eastern Parkway,
Louisville 17, Kentucky.

Kentucky Farm Outlook Stated As "About
Same" For 1957, Barring Economic Nosedive

Made
Sandwith*tad
Come In And See Our New

rolemaii
Super Performance
GAS FLOOR FURNACE
FAMOUS
COLEMAN
IrUE1.-11AV1110
ftATUISS

SITS IN
FLOOR —
NUM NO
SASIM[PIT

NEW
EICLUSIVE
SuRNER

"Warm-Floor" Comfort
In 4 to 6 Rooms
You haven't seen what a gas
floor-furnace can do, until you
see the new Coleman SUPER
PERFORMANCE!New power;
new fuel-saving features. And
— an amazingly low price.
Visit us today I

USED CARS
FROM '46 THROUGH '58

Taylor Chevrolet guarantees today to have as many
as one. maybe four, of each of the above models.
See Arnold Ross, Ellis Heathcott or Dan Taylor.

.TAYLOR CHEVROLET, INC.
Fourth Street

Fulton, Ky.

- - - Stationery - - - Personal Needs - Books

Paper •

BIG 9._SALE
STARTS THURSDAY MORNING
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Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Phillips are announcing the marriage
of their daughter, Nancy Faye,
to Richard Earl Locke, son of
Mr. and Mrs. W. 0. Locke.

look tt
some ci
U doini
cities a
In whic

"SASOA-111.1.F

The couple was married oil
Saturday, Oct. 19 in Corirth,
Miss.
The bride attended South Ful•
Clinton Kentucky's Explorer ton High School, and the groom
post 35 is now equiped to assist Is employed by the Fulton
with rescue and first aid work, County News.
if called' in an emergency.
PINE TYRTILIZER
FURNITURE COMPANY
The post last week was assigned a pickup, tarp covered truck
Commercial fertilr,
.;yrs are beby the Four Rivers Council of ing applied to pines on plantat- "4 Floors of. Fine Furniture"
the Boy Scouts to use in the ions in Florida to test response of
FULTON
WALNUT 9T.
work. The truck is equipped with trees to plant food.
a resuscitator and other first aid
and fire fighting equipment.
The local Explorer post is the
first in the council to qualify for
the equipment, which will be used also in assisting in civil defense work when called upon.

Phillips-Locke
Wedding Announced

Year, v.
k_ a.
w rrthe
foo
ed your

"Who's
of the'

PLUS

and be reversed in the latter half
of 1958, due to high consumer
spending levels, and government
spending."
Net income per person on
farms probably will continue
slight upward trend, they forecast; the farmer's share crf the
food dollar-40 cents—probably
will remain the same. Farm cxports' value probably will decline some. Farm costs may rise
nightly, the economists say,
particularly in fertilizer, taxes
and interest categories.

Explorer Scouts Have
New Emergency Squad

EN4
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MIRACLE WHIP
sad special
pickle relishes

Prospective Medical Students
Need Financial Help Can Get It

Farm income in 1958 "probably
will be much the same as in 1957
unless the business recession is
more severe than anticipated,"
says the .Kentucky Agricultural
Experiment Station economics
department.
The economists made their 1958
forecast this week, covering virtually every phase of farm life.
They foresee a downward trend
the first half of 1958 in general
business activity, and some increase in unemployment; "the
decline probably will level off

A
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WE HAVE
RCA WHIRLPOOL
COMBINATION WASHER
AND DRYER
RANGES, REFRIGERATORS
AIR CONDITIONERS

H&M •
TELEVISION

Forrester's Shoe Shop
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WELLS DRILLED for industry
and homes Modern equipment,
experienced workmen. Write
or call Watson Co., Phone 261,
Fulton, Ky

TRADE• NOW

-sensitive to light LI your eyes In
the dark thelr sensitivity increases 100,000 times, so that you
can detect a faint glow, leas
than • thousandth as bright as
a candle's flame.

THAT'S A FACT

Fulton
FOR THE BEST Deal tin Office 202 Lake St.
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker
See James 0. Butts at The
Co.,
Harvey
Caldwell
FARM LOANS
Furniture Company
DRIVE-IN Office Outfittees,
Prospective freshmen medical
Phone 674. We trade for your
students who plan to enter mediold equipment.
cal school this fall and expect
Long Termsto practice in rural Kentucky
-Easy Payments
Fulton
Church Street
communities, but need additional financial assistance, may find
ATKINS, HOLM.AN
NEW LOCATION
the answer in the Rural KentucAND FIELDS
ky Medical Scholarship Fund.
CHEVROLET owners use genuine Chevrolet parts for best
RCA and ZENITIT
According to C. C. Howard, M.
performance, service, satisfacD., Glasgow, Chairman of the
TELEVISION
tion. Available in Fulton only
List your
Board of Trustees of the Fund,
• at Taylor Chevrolet Company,
Farm and town Property
Sales • • • Service
order to be eligible for a loan,
in
Chevrolet
"Your Authorized
with the
must first be accepted
applicants
Tape Recorders
Dealer in Fulton", Fourth
by a Class A Medical School.
Street, Phone 38.
FULTON REAL ESTATE CO. Students accepting a loan under
Geiger Counters
the basic plan, agree to practice
BARGAINS: Utility cabinet, odd
Metal dectectors
See them when you want
chest of drawers, dining room
a year for each year a loan is
to BT.TY OR SELL.
suites $14.95 and up; 9x12 rugs
obtained in a rural community
Antenna installation
$5.50 at Wade's Used Furniture
Phone 5 acceptable to the Fund. Interest
203 Main St.
and service
Store. Trade with Wade and
rate and repayment plan are
Save. 112 Main Street, phone
liberal.
HI-Fl Service
478.

Housewares - - Clothing - -

200 LAKE ST.

PACKAGES

Plenty Free Parking!

FOR SALE

INVESTMENT PROPERTY
on Maiden Street in East Fulton. Two separate 5 room
apartments, currently rented
at $60.00 per month—$5,150.00
live in one, let other one pay
for property.

GIFT-WRAPPED

Lake Street Liquor Store
Across from
Coca-Cola Plant

„INCOME TAX
REPORTS
Farm, 40 acres, 7 miles
North of Fulton. Nice 4 room
home, water, acreened balk
porch. 14 acres branch bottom,
telephone on Fulton exchaage.
Good tractor is included in
sale price of $4,250.00. This is
a little honey. REA.

BUY W. L. Douglas shoes in LOOKING FOR a trade: extragood refrigerators and wringer
Fulton at Forrester's Shoe
Shop.
type washers at Wade's Used
Furniture Store. Trade with
LET BEN Barber do your shoe
Wade and Save. 112 Main
repairing. Modern Shoe Shop,
Street, phone 478.
210 Commercial Avenue, now
DRY YOUR clothes economically
open for business.
with the new Kelvinator gas
NOW is the time to get your
dryer. See the new dryer now
Typewriter and Adding Mac- •at Charlie Scates Goodrich
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
Store, Church Street, Fulton.
Peeples, Service Manager of
The Harvey Caldwell Com- MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
and automatic models, $139.95
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Outand up. Sales and service.
fitters, Phone 674.
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
FOR RENT: Floor sanding machine and electric floor polish- SPECIAL at Wade's: extra-nice
electric ranges, priced right;
er and electric vacutim cleangas heaters and coal stoves at
ers. Exchange Furniture Co.
Wade's Used Furniture Store.
Phone 35, Church Street.
Trade with Wade and Save.
112 Main Street, phone 478.

THS SENSITIVE SYS
Page 8, The Fulton News, Thursday, January 16, 1958
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Save on Hundreds of
Items for the Home ...
For the Family ... for
yourself.
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